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 PEGASUS AND 
BELLEROPHON 

 HELEN AND THE 
TROJAN HORSE 

 LIVRE CD LA MYTHOLOGIE -  PERSÉE ET MÉDUSE 
 (PERSEUS AND MEDUSA) 
 AUTHOR: JEAN-PIERRE KERLOC'H     / ARTWORK: KAA ILLUSTRATION     

 Format: 24,8 x 24,8 cm   • 40 pages     • September 2018   • 12,50 euros 

 In order to save his mother, King Polydectes asks Perseus to bring him the head of Medusa the Gorgon. Anyone who  In order to save his mother, King Polydectes asks Perseus to bring him the head of Medusa the Gorgon. Anyone who 
looked into this fearful monster’s face was turned to stone. With the help of Athena, Hermes, and Pegasus the winged looked into this fearful monster’s face was turned to stone. With the help of Athena, Hermes, and Pegasus the winged 
stallion, Perseus is ready to f ight this monster and fulf ill his quest! stallion, Perseus is ready to f ight this monster and fulf ill his quest! 

 HEROES OF THE GREEK MYTHOLOGY 
 A series of picture books for 6+ dedicated to Greek Mythology's greatest heroes and adventures! A series of picture books for 6+ dedicated to Greek Mythology's greatest heroes and adventures!
For each book, also available the full material (music and SFX) to make your own audiobook edition. For each book, also available the full material (music and SFX) to make your own audiobook edition. 

 LIVRE CD LA MYTHOLOGIE - ICARE ET DÉDALE 
 (ICARUS AND DAEDALUS) 
 AUTHOR: JEAN-PIERRE KERLOC'H     / ARTWORK: KAA ILLUSTRATION     

 Format: 24,8 x 24,8 cm   • 40 pages     • September 2018   • 12,50 euros 

 Icarus has always admired his father Daedalus, the ingenuous architect of the famous Labyrinth of King Minos, from  Icarus has always admired his father Daedalus, the ingenuous architect of the famous Labyrinth of King Minos, from 
which nobody is supposed to ever be able to get out of. But when Theseus manages to kill the Minotaur and escape which nobody is supposed to ever be able to get out of. But when Theseus manages to kill the Minotaur and escape 
from the maze, the furious King Minos imprisons the son and father in their own creation. Escaping from the labyrinth from the maze, the furious King Minos imprisons the son and father in their own creation. Escaping from the labyrinth 
appears impossible for the two of them, but Daedalus is never at a loss for ideas! appears impossible for the two of them, but Daedalus is never at a loss for ideas! 

 6+ 
YEARS OLD

Chevauchant dans le ciel, Persée regardait défi ler les îles et les rivages, les déserts de pierre,
les déserts de sable et les déserts d’eau… très loin, au-dessous de lui.
Son cheval bondissait parfois jusqu’aux nuages. D’autres fois, il venait chatouiller la crête
des vagues du bout de ses sabots, semblant prendre plaisir à éclabousser son cavalier.
Persée riait, il se sentait libre et heureux comme un oiseau.
Il avait réussi sa mission. La tête de Méduse était là, bien enfermée dans son sac.
Il allait pouvoir délivrer sa mère.
Brusquement, il tressaillit : la mer bleue s’assombrissait, s’agitait et se gonfl ait,
comme saisie de fureur ou d’horreur.
Une tache verte apparut au milieu des fl ots.

001 CD MYTHOLOGIE PERSEE[BD].indd   22 19/07/2018   18:19 001 CD MYTHOLOGIE PERSEE[BD].indd   23 25/07/2018   09:08
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Quelques Athéniens qui, de loin, avaient aperçu la dispute assurèrent que 
Dédale avait tué Perdrix et fait disparaître son corps. Dans la nuit qui suivit, 
Égée, le roi d’Athènes, réunit l’Aréopage, le tribunal chargé de juger
les criminels. Les juges condamnèrent Dédale au bannissement : sous peine 
de mort, il devait quitter la ville pour toujours.
Icare l’accompagna dans son exil. Ils prirent la mer sur une pauvre
barque ballottée par les vagues. Icare pensait à la peine de son père,
chassé de cette cité qui l’avait tant admiré et à laquelle il avait tant donné.

001 CD MYTHOLOGIE ICARE[BD].indd   15 19/07/2018   18:14

 KEY POINTS
Further titles planned for 2019 include: "Helen and the Trojan Horse" and "Pegasus and Bellerophon" Further titles planned for 2019 include: "Helen and the Trojan Horse" and "Pegasus and Bellerophon" 

NEW
TITLES!
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 THE LITTLE MONSTER SERIES 
 Dive into a hidden and amazing world populated by strange and cute creatures! Dive into a hidden and amazing world populated by strange and cute creatures!
In this new picture book collection written by Séverine Gauthier and illustrated in a beautiful vintage style In this new picture book collection written by Séverine Gauthier and illustrated in a beautiful vintage style 
by Stan Manoukian, we will discover the many tribes of these unique, little monsters. by Stan Manoukian, we will discover the many tribes of these unique, little monsters. 

 MONSTRE A PEUR DES MONSTRES 
 (LITTLE MONSTER IS AFRAID OF MONSTERS) 
 AUTHOR: SÉVERINE GAUTHIER     / ARTWORK: STAN MANOUKIAN     

 Format: 26,3 x 19,8 cm   • 32 pages     • February 2019   • 12,00 euros 

 Little Monster is scared by the stories told by the village elders. They talk about mysterious monsters that hide during  Little Monster is scared by the stories told by the village elders. They talk about mysterious monsters that hide during 
the day, when monsters usually sleep – which keeps the poor protagonist awake. But he soon realizes that he’s not the day, when monsters usually sleep – which keeps the poor protagonist awake. But he soon realizes that he’s not 
the only one who’s afraid, and he gathers a team of courageous young friends to go out during the day to see for the only one who’s afraid, and he gathers a team of courageous young friends to go out during the day to see for 
themselves who really hides when the sun is out! themselves who really hides when the sun is out! 

 MONSTRE N'A PAS DE CHANCE 
 (LITTLE MONSTER IS UNLUCKY) 
 AUTHOR: SÉVERINE GAUTHIER     / ARTWORK: STAN MANOUKIAN     

 Format: 26,3 x 19,8 cm   • 32 pages     • September 2019   • 12,00 euros 

 Ever since he was born, Little Monster has been extremely unlucky. And this does not only affect him, but also the  Ever since he was born, Little Monster has been extremely unlucky. And this does not only affect him, but also the 
ones around him. The other village monsters get so sick of it they eventually throw him out of town. But soon they ones around him. The other village monsters get so sick of it they eventually throw him out of town. But soon they 
all realize that the problem was not Little Monster but that the whole village was unlucky and Little Monster was in all realize that the problem was not Little Monster but that the whole village was unlucky and Little Monster was in 
fact, a lightning rod of sorts, who protected the rest of them. They set off to f ind their friend and bring him back at fact, a lightning rod of sorts, who protected the rest of them. They set off to f ind their friend and bring him back at 
the village to honor him as the ever-patient hero he is! the village to honor him as the ever-patient hero he is! 

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

NEW
TITLES!
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 LE GRAND JOUR   (THE BIG DAY) 
 AUTHOR: FRANÇOIS ROUSSEL         

 Format: 19,5 x 23,3 cm   • 32 pages       • 11,00 euros 

 Lucille is a little ladybug who has to learn to f ly. But this is so frightening that she cannot get on with it. She is afraid  Lucille is a little ladybug who has to learn to f ly. But this is so frightening that she cannot get on with it. She is afraid 
of the dark, the wind, the snow, the bats, the birds and of everything that surrounds her. Her mother, seeing that of the dark, the wind, the snow, the bats, the birds and of everything that surrounds her. Her mother, seeing that 
Lucille is so terrif ied by the f light test, tells her that it could be delayed to another day. Lucille is so overjoyed to be Lucille is so terrif ied by the f light test, tells her that it could be delayed to another day. Lucille is so overjoyed to be 
able to skip practice that she starts to jump higher and higher. But is she not f lying already?able to skip practice that she starts to jump higher and higher. But is she not f lying already?

Sometimes, it is hard to grow up, and François Roussel has understood it well: his text and artwork illustrate this Sometimes, it is hard to grow up, and François Roussel has understood it well: his text and artwork illustrate this 
universal theme with kindness and humor. The little readers will be captivated by the red color in the black and white universal theme with kindness and humor. The little readers will be captivated by the red color in the black and white 
illustrations. illustrations. 

 LA GRANDE AVENTURE   (THE BIG ADVENTURE) 
 AUTHOR: FRANÇOIS ROUSSEL         

 Format: 19,5 x 23,3 cm   • 32 pages     • March 2019   • 11,00 euros 

 It’s not easy to be a bee!It’s not easy to be a bee!

Sweetie’s mother is angry at her little bee daughter. She found her sleeping on a big, comfy daisy, when she was Sweetie’s mother is angry at her little bee daughter. She found her sleeping on a big, comfy daisy, when she was 
supposed to be collecting pollen for the beehive.supposed to be collecting pollen for the beehive.

“Sleeping!? No I wasn’t!”, the young bee says. “Actually, I was recovering after having survived a HUGE ADVENTURE!”“Sleeping!? No I wasn’t!”, the young bee says. “Actually, I was recovering after having survived a HUGE ADVENTURE!”

Sweetie tries to lie her way out of her love of naps – with little success. Sweetie tries to lie her way out of her love of naps – with little success. 

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
Korean, Chinese Korean, Chinese 
(simplif ied), Spanish (simplif ied), Spanish 
(worldwide), Italian (worldwide), Italian 

- Mais... je ne dormais pas, maman...
je... je... c’est à cause...

à cause de... de...

- À cause de quoi ?...

001 BLADE LA GRANDE AVENTURE[PRO].indd   6 11/09/2018   17:05 001 BLADE LA GRANDE AVENTURE[PRO].indd   7 11/09/2018   17:05
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Also by the same Also by the same 
illustrator:illustrator:

 IF ONLY 
I WERE 
PRESIDENT! 

 PRINCESSE KEVIN   (PRINCESS KEVIN) 
 AUTHOR: MICHAËL ESCOFFIER     / ARTWORK: ROLAND GARRIGUE     

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 32 pages   • one-shot   • August 2018   • 11,00 euros 

 Kevin is a princess, deal with it!Kevin is a princess, deal with it!

Kevin is a princess. For the school’s masked ball, his sister lends him her dress and high heels, and his mom her makeup. Kevin is a princess. For the school’s masked ball, his sister lends him her dress and high heels, and his mom her makeup. 
Now he really looks like a princess! And princesses look so beautiful that it surely must be fun to be one. Or is it?Now he really looks like a princess! And princesses look so beautiful that it surely must be fun to be one. Or is it?

A funny and lighthearted picture book about the joys and sorrows of being what you always have wanted to be – or, A funny and lighthearted picture book about the joys and sorrows of being what you always have wanted to be – or, 
at least, about having a chance at trying it out f irst. at least, about having a chance at trying it out f irst. 

 KEY POINTS
Illustrated by Roland Garrigue, the artist behind the best-selling Illustrated by Roland Garrigue, the artist behind the best-selling 
"Smash'Em Up" series (see on page 16-17) "Smash'Em Up" series (see on page 16-17) 

Kevin est une princesse.
Les autres peuvent bien rigoler, Kevin s’en moque.
Kevin est une princesse, un point c’est tout.

001 PRINCESSE KEVIN[BD].indd   6 05/07/2018   11:22 001 PRINCESSE KEVIN[BD].indd   7 05/07/2018   11:22

001 PRINCESSE KEVIN[BD].indd   8 05/07/2018   11:22

Sa sœur lui a prêté une robe, des chaussures à talons,
quelques bijoux. Il a emprunté le maquillage de sa maman,
et, maintenant, Kevin est une princesse.
Il ne voit vraiment pas ce qu’il y a de mal à se déguiser ainsi.
Quand on se déguise, c’est pour ne pas être reconnu.
Sinon, ça ne sert à rien de se déguiser. 

001 PRINCESSE KEVIN[BD].indd   9 05/07/2018   11:22

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

NEW
TITLES!
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  SamSam is a curious little boy with lots of questions about himself and the world around him.  is a curious little boy with lots of questions about himself and the world around him. WatsonWatson is his old and  is his old and 
wise cat, who helps Sam f ind answers to his questions and understand his feelings. Together, they will show readers wise cat, who helps Sam f ind answers to his questions and understand his feelings. Together, they will show readers 
simple and effective ways to happiness.simple and effective ways to happiness.
From the fruitful collaboration of author From the fruitful collaboration of author Ghislaine DulierGhislaine Dulier and illustrator  and illustrator Bérengère DelaporteBérengère Delaporte, Sam & Watson Sam & Watson is a  is a 
series that illustrates how a little philosophy and spirituality can help a child emotionally grow and thrive. Each series that illustrates how a little philosophy and spirituality can help a child emotionally grow and thrive. Each 
book addresses a specif ic subject, subtly and with great care. book addresses a specif ic subject, subtly and with great care. 

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
Chinese (complex), Chinese (complex), 
Chinese Chinese 
(simplif ied), Polish, (simplif ied), Polish, 
Vietnamese, Vietnamese, 
Turkish Turkish 

 SAM & WATSON BONJOUR L'AMOUR ! 
 (SAM & WATSON THIS IS LOVE!) 
 AUTHOR: GHISLAINE DULIER     / ARTWORK: BÉRENGÈRE DELAPORTE     

 Format: 20 x 26,6 cm   • 40 pages     • August 2018   • 12,00 euros 

 Sam is intrigued, Watson has been acting strangely ever since that cute little girl kitten moved in in next door. He’s  Sam is intrigued, Watson has been acting strangely ever since that cute little girl kitten moved in in next door. He’s 
not eating, he has a dreamy look in his eyes…what’s going on? “I'm in love!” Watson tells him, and goes on to explain, not eating, he has a dreamy look in his eyes…what’s going on? “I'm in love!” Watson tells him, and goes on to explain, 
through his own experience, all the facets of this universal but mysterious sentiment! through his own experience, all the facets of this universal but mysterious sentiment! 

 SAM & WATSON, PLUS FORTS QUE L'ENNUI ! 
 (SAM & WATSON, CONQUER BOREDOM!) 
 AUTHOR: GHISLAINE DULIER     / ARTWORK: BÉRENGÈRE DELAPORTE     

 Format: 20 x 26,6 cm   • 40 pages       • 12,00 euros 

 “There’s nothing to do!” Sam complains. His cousin Simon is sick and it’s raining outside. “There’s nothing to do!” Sam complains. His cousin Simon is sick and it’s raining outside.

Sam is bored. Watson takes the opportunity to explain to him the benef its of boredom and that it is the ideal time Sam is bored. Watson takes the opportunity to explain to him the benef its of boredom and that it is the ideal time 
to exercise his imagination, because that is how you build up creativity and when great images and stories come to to exercise his imagination, because that is how you build up creativity and when great images and stories come to 
life. life. 

 SAM & WATSON PLUS FORTS QUE LA TRISTESSE ! 
 (SAM & WATSON CONQUER SADNESS!) 
 AUTHOR: GHISLAINE DULIER     / ARTWORK: BÉRENGÈRE DELAPORTE     

 Format: 20 x 26,6 cm   • 40 pages     • October 2018   • 12,00 euros 

 Sam has a heavy heart today, he has found out that he won’t be going back to school with his old friends at the end  Sam has a heavy heart today, he has found out that he won’t be going back to school with his old friends at the end 
of summer. He’s sad. How will he get over this? Watson snuggles up against him to make him feel better. He explains of summer. He’s sad. How will he get over this? Watson snuggles up against him to make him feel better. He explains 
to him what to do to get rid of his sadness. to him what to do to get rid of his sadness. 

Watson vient se blottir tout contre lui et lui 

donne de petits coups de langue sur la joue :

- Tu veux que je reste un peu avec toi ?

- Oui…

001 SAM & WATSON PLUS FORTS QUE LA TRISTESSE[BD].indd   12 29/06/2018   14:50

Watson s’installe et Sam le caresse doucement :

- Dis, est-ce que ça t’arrive d’être triste ?

- Parfois. Là, je suis triste de te voir pleurer, par exemple. 

C’est pour ça que je reste avec toi. On est bien, là, tous les deux.

001 SAM & WATSON PLUS FORTS QUE LA TRISTESSE[BD].indd   13 29/06/2018   14:50

NEW
TITLES!
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 SAM & WATSON HAVE 
SELF-CONFIDENCE 
 AUTHOR: GHISLAINE DULIER   
 ARTWORK: BÉRENGÈRE DELAPORTE     

 Format: 20 x 26,6 cm   • 32 pages   

 Sam is feeling down today: at school he failed 
physical f itness test and his classmates teased 
him. Watson teaches Sam that everyone is 
different, and with a little self-conf idence he 
will f ind his place in the world. 
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 SAM & WATSON,
BETTER THAN ANGER 
 AUTHOR: GHISLAINE DULIER   
 ARTWORK: BÉRENGÈRE DELAPORTE     

 Format: 20 x 26,5 cm   • 32 pages   

 Sam’s mother has scolded him and he is really 
angry and frustrated about it. Noticing the 
little boy’s troubled mood, Watson decides to 
jump onto his lap and purr to try and calm 
him. Once the boy has calmed down, the wise 
cat teaches Sam how to turn his dark feelings 
into bright ones. into bright ones. 
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 SAM & WATSON AND 
THE SEASONS OF LIFE 
 AUTHOR: GHISLAINE DULIER   
 ARTWORK: BÉRENGÈRE DELAPORTE     

 Format: 20 x 26,6 cm   • 32 pages   

 One autumn day Sam is visiting his 
grandparents in the countryside. While 
walking in the forest, he collects some fallen 
leaves and wonders: why did they fall? With 
his simple explanations, Watson helps him 
understand that, like humans, trees change 
over time. over time. 
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 SAM & WATSON
HAVE COURAGE 
 AUTHOR: GHISLAINE DULIER   
 ARTWORK: BÉRENGÈRE DELAPORTE     

 Format: 20 x 26,6 cm   • 40 pages   

 Sam’s cousin, Simon, is sad because his older 
brother calls him a chicken. Watson wants to 
help him f ind some courage, so he goes up a 
tree and, meowing, pretends to be stuck there 
until Simon go and fetch him. Mission complete: 
Simon has gone over his fears. He is extremely 
brave! brave! 
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 SAM & WATSON
PREFER PEACE 
 AUTHOR: GHISLAINE DULIER   
 ARTWORK: BÉRENGÈRE DELAPORTE     

 Format: 20 x 26,6 cm   • 40 pages   

 When little, it is hard not to f ight! Because Sam 
is worried about the bad persons who make 
war, Watson explains him how the world 
could be at peace… The secret, is to be at 
peace with yourself ! 
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 SAM & WATSON SEE 
WITH THEIR HEARTS 
 AUTHOR: GHISLAINE DULIER   
 ARTWORK: BÉRENGÈRE DELAPORTE     

 Format: 20 x 26,6 cm   • 40 pages   

 What does really loving someonereally loving someone mean? How  mean? How 
come it can be so hard to still love someone 
after they have changed a lot? Is love stronger 
than anything else?

 So many of questions that children have in 
their hearts and head that Sam and his cat their hearts and head that Sam and his cat 
Watson help answer with lighthearted humor. Watson help answer with lighthearted humor. 
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 SAM & WATSON 
CONQUER JEALOUSY! 
 AUTHOR: GHISLAINE DULIER   
 ARTWORK: BÉRENGÈRE DELAPORTE     

 Format: 20 x 26,6 cm   • 40 pages   

 Sam and his cousin Simon meet their new 
cousin Thaïs. But baby Thaïs does not treat 
the two boys in the same way… Sam is really 
hurt!  Does Thaïs like Simon better? Sam is 
pouting but Watson explains to him that he 
should be jealous as well: is Sam forgetting all 
about him when he goes out to play with his about him when he goes out to play with his 
friends? No! Because in a big heart, there's friends? No! Because in a big heart, there's 
room for everyone! room for everyone! 
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 SAM & WATSON, JUST 
LIKE GROWN UPS! 
 AUTHOR: GHISLAINE DULIER   
 ARTWORK: BÉRENGÈRE DELAPORTE     

 Format: 20 x 26,6 cm   • 40 pages   

 Sam is eager to grow up so he no longer has 
to do any homework! And also, so he can be 
big and strong! Watson explains to him that 
each stage of life is important.  A seed must 
sprout before it can become a beautiful 
f lower.  And, actually, we never really f inish 
growing... growing... 
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 MY LITTLE SEEK & FIND COLLECTION 
 AUTHOR: SANDRINE BEAU   / ARTWORK: CÉLINE DECORTE 

 An irresistible collection for 3-5 year olds ! An irresistible collection for 3-5 year olds !
My little seek and f indMy little seek and f ind is a fun and entertaining way to help the little ones develop their sense of observation! This  is a fun and entertaining way to help the little ones develop their sense of observation! This 
series is rich with detailed illustrations and very accessible thanks to the simple, yet interesting, text.series is rich with detailed illustrations and very accessible thanks to the simple, yet interesting, text.
8 titles (32 pages each) have been published so far: 8 titles (32 pages each) have been published so far: Farm, Beach, ChristmasFarm, Beach, Christmas, , HalloweenHalloween, , Happy BirthdayHappy Birthday, , EasterEaster, , 
KindergartenKindergarten, , Primary SchoolPrimary School. . 

 CHRISTMAS 

 Rights sold:
Italian Italian 

 3-5 
YEARS OLD

 PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 

 HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY! 

 KINDERGARTEN  EASTER C HALLOWEEN 

 BEACH 

 FARM 

 MY FUNNY 
LITTLE 
PORTRAITS 

 MY LITTLE PORTRAITS COLLECTION 
 AUTHOR: VIRGINY L. SAM   / ARTWORK: MARIE-ANNE ABESDRIS 

 Playfully answering to the question “If you were a … what would you be?”, these books present a series of imaginative  Playfully answering to the question “If you were a … what would you be?”, these books present a series of imaginative 
and funny "portraits". And they are, of course, an invitation to the readers to create their own silly replies to new and funny "portraits". And they are, of course, an invitation to the readers to create their own silly replies to new 
weird questions. weird questions. 

 MY CURIOUS 
LITTLE 
PORTRAITS 

 4+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
Vietnamese Vietnamese 

 MY SWEET-
TOOTH LITTLE 
PORTRAITS 

001 MON PETIT CHERCHE ET TROUVE A LA FERME[BD].indd   14 03/03/2017   14:25

Quelle brouette
est remplie

de carottes ?

001 MON PETIT CHERCHE ET TROUVE A LA FERME[BD].indd   15 03/03/2017   14:25

Si tu étais une

INVENTI   N
tu serais...

,

001 PORTRAIT CHINOIS POUR PETITS CURIEUX[BD].indd   24 13/02/2017   16:23

Pour voir très très loin.

001 PORTRAIT CHINOIS POUR PETITS CURIEUX[BD].indd   25 13/02/2017   16:23
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 JASMINE N'A PLUS PEUR 
 (JASMINE CAN NO LONGER BE SPOOKED!) 
 AUTHOR: THOMAS BIANCO     / ARTWORK: GUILLAUME BIANCO     

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 32 pages       • 11,00 euros 

 Beware: Jasmine the little mouse is back!Beware: Jasmine the little mouse is back!

Even though, Jasmine is very cute, she is not a quiet little mouse…she is extremely curious and wraps everyone Even though, Jasmine is very cute, she is not a quiet little mouse…she is extremely curious and wraps everyone 
around her little toe. In this new adventure Jasmin realizes something terrible: nothing scares her any more, and that’s around her little toe. In this new adventure Jasmin realizes something terrible: nothing scares her any more, and that’s 
scary. Jasmine loved to be frightened. But luckily, she f inds out that actually there is still one last thing that she still f inds scary. Jasmine loved to be frightened. But luckily, she f inds out that actually there is still one last thing that she still f inds 
scary… Children won’t help but laugh page after page while following this fun, cute little mouse on her funny little scary… Children won’t help but laugh page after page while following this fun, cute little mouse on her funny little 
adventure f illed with humor. adventure f illed with humor. 

 LE PIRATE LE PLUS TERRIBLE DU MONDE 
 (THE WORLD'S MEANEST PIRATE) 
 AUTHOR: RICHARD PETITSIGNE     / ARTWORK: MÉLANIE ALLAG     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 32 pages       • 11,00 euros 

 Today at Dirty-Hair-Robbie's tavern is taking palce the annual "World's Meanest Pirate" contest. Today at Dirty-Hair-Robbie's tavern is taking palce the annual "World's Meanest Pirate" contest.

Four pirates are running for the award. They all look terribly scary with their scars, hooks and wooden legs! But it Four pirates are running for the award. They all look terribly scary with their scars, hooks and wooden legs! But it 
soon appear that these are not the result of their exploits, but rather of their clumsiness! So, who is really the soon appear that these are not the result of their exploits, but rather of their clumsiness! So, who is really the 
meanest pirate, then? meanest pirate, then? 

 JASMINE AND 
THE RAIN 
PUDDLE AWARD 

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

Also availableAlso available

 THE WORLD'S 
MOST TERRIBLE 
CREW 

 JASMINE AND THE 
TYRANNAFARTUS 
REX 

Il y avait d’abord Max le Lard, gros comme un bœuf 
obèse. Assis à la même table se trouvait Johnny Mains-
Rouges, à la barbe si fournie qu’on ne voyait jamais sa 
bouche. Près de la fenêtre crasseuse se tenait Mendoza-
au-Rubis, espagnol et très coquet. Enfin, accoudé
au bar, Chien-Jaune buvait du rhum... 

001 PIRATE LE PLUS TERRIBLE[BD].indd   8 22/02/2017   16:45 001 PIRATE LE PLUS TERRIBLE[BD].indd   9 22/02/2017   16:45
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Personne ne répond.

TOC TOC TOC.

Toujours rien.
Pourtant, la fenêtre

est ouverte.
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 THE LITTLE BOOK OF "AGAIN!" 
 AUTHOR: SWANN MERALLI     / ARTWORK: CAROLE CROUZET     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 32 pages   • Ongoing series volumes     • 11,00 euros 

 More cereals! Another game! Some more television! Let's play again! Again! Again! Lili is very enthusiastic in everything  More cereals! Another game! Some more television! Let's play again! Again! Again! Lili is very enthusiastic in everything 
she does, and keeps on asking for more. What could there possibly be to make her stop ask for everything again she does, and keeps on asking for more. What could there possibly be to make her stop ask for everything again 
and again? and again? 

 THE LITTLE BOOK THAT SAYS... 
 A lively and unstoppable little girls is giving her parents a hard time. But who is going to have the last word? A lively and unstoppable little girls is giving her parents a hard time. But who is going to have the last word?
Through lots of humor, this bubbly picture books collection helps children and parents get through the “diff icult Through lots of humor, this bubbly picture books collection helps children and parents get through the “diff icult 
phases” which most kids experience. phases” which most kids experience. 

 THE LITTLE BOOK OF "NO!" 
 AUTHOR: SWANN MERALLI     / ARTWORK: CAROLE CROUZET     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 32 pages   • Ongoing series volumes     • 11,00 euros 

 Lili is a curly-haired little devil who has only one to say about anything you ask her: “NO!” Please f inish your dinner,  Lili is a curly-haired little devil who has only one to say about anything you ask her: “NO!” Please f inish your dinner, 
tidy up your room, brush your teeth, get ready for bed?  “NO, NO, NO, NO, and NO!”tidy up your room, brush your teeth, get ready for bed?  “NO, NO, NO, NO, and NO!”

So, how do you get her to behave? Is turnabout fair play? So, how do you get her to behave? Is turnabout fair play? 

 3+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
Spanish (worldwide), Spanish (worldwide), 
Chinese (simplif ied), Chinese (simplif ied), 
Chinese (complex), Chinese (complex), 
Italian, Danish, Turkish Italian, Danish, Turkish 

 THE LITTLE BOOK OF “THIS IS MINE!” 
 AUTHOR: SWANN MERALLI     / ARTWORK: CAROLE CROUZET     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 32 pages   • Ongoing series volumes     • 11,00 euros 

 When her parents ask her to play with her little cousin, Lili does not want to lend him her toys. So she takes away  When her parents ask her to play with her little cousin, Lili does not want to lend him her toys. So she takes away 
everything that the little baby tries to touch, shouting “This is mine!” But it seems like the boy knows better how to everything that the little baby tries to touch, shouting “This is mine!” But it seems like the boy knows better how to 
have fun…have fun…

With a lot of humor, this dynamic picture book will have the little readers having fun while making them understand With a lot of humor, this dynamic picture book will have the little readers having fun while making them understand 
the importance of sharing. the importance of sharing. 

 THE LITTLE BOOK OF "THAT’S NOT FAIR!" 
 AUTHOR: SWANN MERALLI     / ARTWORK: CAROLE CROUZET     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 32 pages   • Ongoing series volumes     • 11,00 euros 

 Today is Carnival day. Lili is very excited and wants to try all the rides and games! But, oh dear, it starts to rain, the  Today is Carnival day. Lili is very excited and wants to try all the rides and games! But, oh dear, it starts to rain, the 
pony won’t move, the waff le booth is out of chocolate… and the show started before she got there! That's really not pony won’t move, the waff le booth is out of chocolate… and the show started before she got there! That's really not 
fair!fair!

"That's not fair!" Who hasn’t heard a child shout that famous phrase in frustration? Energetic little Lili is back in the "That's not fair!" Who hasn’t heard a child shout that famous phrase in frustration? Energetic little Lili is back in the 
fourth book in this series, where through the story, she feels she is experiencing a series of terrible injustices that fourth book in this series, where through the story, she feels she is experiencing a series of terrible injustices that 
appear to be just bad luck... But a good mood is not far away, it’s right behind a... giant octopus! appear to be just bad luck... But a good mood is not far away, it’s right behind a... giant octopus! 

Mais… oh non !
Je voulais le lapin !

001 PETIT LIVRE QUI DIT C PAS JUSTE[BD].indd   24 20/06/2017   13:47

C’est vraiment
pas juste !

001 PETIT LIVRE QUI DIT C PAS JUSTE[BD].indd   25 20/06/2017   13:47
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 ÇA SUFFIT LES BISOUS ! 
 AUTHORS: JEAN-PIERRE KERLOC'H & 
PASCAL BRUCKNER   
 ARTWORK: MAYANA ITOÏZ     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 40 pages   

 Mr and Mrs Martin, Lara's parents, keep 
repeating "How truly wonderful Lara is!" over 
and over again. So wonderful that they kiss 
her all the time. Lara, who is growing up, feels 
suffocated. She has nothing against kissing, but 
enough is enough! A wonderful picture book enough is enough! A wonderful picture book 
that’s the mirror image of that’s the mirror image of The Box of KissesThe Box of Kisses. . 
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 Rights sold:
Romanian Romanian 

 LA BOÎTE À BISOUS 
 AUTHOR: PASCAL BRUCKNER   
 ARTWORK: MAYANA ITOÏZ     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 32 pages   

 Juliette was born but a few minutes ago. Her 
mom is happy, very happy. Her dad, however, 
feels a little strange: he is a f irst time father, 
and he does not know how to deal with it. 
This tale by the philosopher Pascal Bruckner is 
the touching and funny story of a kind but 
clumsy dad, who has a hard time settling into clumsy dad, who has a hard time settling into 
life with a brand new daughter and showing life with a brand new daughter and showing 
here affection. here affection. 
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 Rights sold:
Chinese (simplif ied), Chinese (simplif ied), 
Greek, Romanian Greek, Romanian 

 MAYANA ITOIZ 
 Mayana ITOIZMayana ITOIZ was born in 1978 in the Basque Country. She spent her childhood between the beach, the mountains  was born in 1978 in the Basque Country. She spent her childhood between the beach, the mountains 
and St. Jean de Luz's Wednesday afternoon workshops. After studying at the Ecole des Beaux Arts, practicing as and St. Jean de Luz's Wednesday afternoon workshops. After studying at the Ecole des Beaux Arts, practicing as 
an architect and teaching, she started her own workshop in 2008 to create stories and images. She has worked an architect and teaching, she started her own workshop in 2008 to create stories and images. She has worked 
with a variety of publishers to create books, documentaries, games and stationery (Retz, Milan, Djeco, La Marelle, with a variety of publishers to create books, documentaries, games and stationery (Retz, Milan, Djeco, La Marelle, 
the Ptis berets etc.). the Ptis berets etc.). 

 MADAME LA FLEMME   (MISS DONTWANNA) 
 AUTHOR: MAYANA ITOÏZ         

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 24 pages       • 11,00 euros 

 Miss Dontwanna arrived at a little girl’s house one day and just moved there. Thanks to her, everything becomes  Miss Dontwanna arrived at a little girl’s house one day and just moved there. Thanks to her, everything becomes 
diff icult to do. And nothing, NOTHING can make Miss Dontwanna go away. Unless, of course, a certain Miss diff icult to do. And nothing, NOTHING can make Miss Dontwanna go away. Unless, of course, a certain Miss 
Getupandgo is able to change things... In creating this kind, lovable, plump character who bothers children, Mayana Getupandgo is able to change things... In creating this kind, lovable, plump character who bothers children, Mayana 
Itoïz has found a fun and original way to explain laziness and the ways to f ight it. Itoïz has found a fun and original way to explain laziness and the ways to f ight it. 

 Rights sold:
Chinese Chinese 
(simplif ied) (simplif ied) 

 4+ 
YEARS OLD

 PAPA EST À MOI !   (DADDY IS MINE!) 
 AUTHOR: ILAN BRENMAN     / ARTWORK: MAYANA ITOÏZ     

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 40 pages       • 12,00 euros 

 Every day, it's the same argument between sisters: "Daddy is mine!" says one, "Daddy is mine!" says the other. Whenever  Every day, it's the same argument between sisters: "Daddy is mine!" says one, "Daddy is mine!" says the other. Whenever 
and wherever they are they always bickering over their father! And, in the end, tired of getting pulled in two and wherever they are they always bickering over their father! And, in the end, tired of getting pulled in two 
directions dad eventually... splits in two, literally! And now what? What do you do with two halves of Dad? It isn’t very directions dad eventually... splits in two, literally! And now what? What do you do with two halves of Dad? It isn’t very 
practical!practical!

The ideal book for helping children to understand the concepts of jealousy and sharing with humor and whit. The ideal book for helping children to understand the concepts of jealousy and sharing with humor and whit. 

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
Chinese (simplif ied), Chinese (simplif ied), 
Spanish (Spain) Spanish (Spain) 

001 PAPA EST A MOI[BD].indd   6 08/06/2017   17:13

Chaque jour, c’était la même histoire entre les deux sœurs :

— Papa est à moi ! disait l’une chaque soir, à l’heure du brossage

de dents. 

— Papa est à moi ! disait l’autre le lendemain matin, à l’heure

du petit-déjeuner.

001 PAPA EST A MOI[BD].indd   7 08/06/2017   17:13
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 MÊME LES MÉCHANTS ONT DES SECRETS   (VILLAINS HAVE SECRETS TOO!) 
 AUTHOR: ILAN BRENMAN     / ARTWORK: MAGALI LE HUCHE     

 Format: 24 x 32 cm   • 40 pages       • 13,50 euros 

 The next book by the authors of the hit title  The next book by the authors of the hit title Princesses Fart Too!Princesses Fart Too! 

One day, Laura f ind again in her father’s library the notorious One day, Laura f ind again in her father’s library the notorious Secret Book of PrincessesSecret Book of Princesses, which contains a lot more , which contains a lot more 
secrets about fairy tales. Because every tale has a villain, or a really nasty villain. However, nobody ever thought about secrets about fairy tales. Because every tale has a villain, or a really nasty villain. However, nobody ever thought about 
the fact that these scary villains were children once too. The sorceress in Hansel and Gretel, the ogre in Jack and the the fact that these scary villains were children once too. The sorceress in Hansel and Gretel, the ogre in Jack and the 
Beanstalk and the witch in Rapunzel ... How did they become evil? Laura is set to f ind it out. Beanstalk and the witch in Rapunzel ... How did they become evil? Laura is set to f ind it out. 

 LE FESTIN DE NOËL 
  (THE CHRISTMAS FEAST) 
 AUTHOR: NATHALIE DARGENT     / ARTWORK: MAGALI LE HUCHE     

 Format: 26,2 x 19,8 cm   • 32 pages       • 11,00 euros 

 The story of a hungry fox, his friends, and a smart turkey that refuses to be  The story of a hungry fox, his friends, and a smart turkey that refuses to be 
a Christmas meal. In fact instead of being eaten he manages to take charge a Christmas meal. In fact instead of being eaten he manages to take charge 
of the household and his three friends f ind themselves cleaning their rooms. of the household and his three friends f ind themselves cleaning their rooms. 
A happy and humorous tale. A happy and humorous tale. 

 4+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
German, Korean, German, Korean, 
Italian, Russian, Italian, Russian, 
Spanish (Spain), Danish Spanish (Spain), Danish 

 MÊME LES PRINCESSES PÈTENT   (PRINCESSES FART TOO!) 
 AUTHOR: ILAN BRENMAN     / ARTWORK: MAGALI LE HUCHE     

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 32 pages       • 11,00 euros 

 Coming back from school where she had a big discussion with her friends, Laura asks her father a slightly embarrassing  Coming back from school where she had a big discussion with her friends, Laura asks her father a slightly embarrassing 
question: "do princesses fart too?" Her dad then picks a very old book from the shelf. The book is called question: "do princesses fart too?" Her dad then picks a very old book from the shelf. The book is called The Secret The Secret 
Book of PrincessesBook of Princesses. It has all the important information and the less known facts about princesses, even shameful . It has all the important information and the less known facts about princesses, even shameful 
ones... A funny book that plays with the myth that all princesses are perfect. ones... A funny book that plays with the myth that all princesses are perfect. 

 4+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
German, Portuguese (Brazil), Italian, Chinese German, Portuguese (Brazil), Italian, Chinese 
(simplif ied), Korean, Spanish (Spain), Swedish, (simplif ied), Korean, Spanish (Spain), Swedish, 
Polish, Danish, Catalan, Chinese (complex) Polish, Danish, Catalan, Chinese (complex) 

 MAGALI LE HUCHE 
 Magali Le HucheMagali Le Huche was born near Paris in 1979. As a child she used to invent stories that would often keep her up at night so she  was born near Paris in 1979. As a child she used to invent stories that would often keep her up at night so she 
started to draw to be able to sleep better! Later on, she studied at the School of Decorative Arts in Strasbourg, and published her started to draw to be able to sleep better! Later on, she studied at the School of Decorative Arts in Strasbourg, and published her 
f irst two picture books in 2004. She has now become one of today’s French most successful children’s books illustrators. With P'tit f irst two picture books in 2004. She has now become one of today’s French most successful children’s books illustrators. With P'tit 
Glénat she has pubblished the 9 following titles. Glénat she has pubblished the 9 following titles. 

 UNE SOUPE 100% SORCIÈRE   
(MEGAMAGIC SOUP) 
 AUTHOR: QUITTERIE SIMON     / ARTWORK: MAGALI LE HUCHE     

 Format: 30,5 x 21,5 cm   • 32 pages       • 10,00 euros 

 Kroquela the witch is preparing a soup and discovers that she is missing a  Kroquela the witch is preparing a soup and discovers that she is missing a 
lot of the ingredients. To f inish her soup she sneaks over to her grandmother’s lot of the ingredients. To f inish her soup she sneaks over to her grandmother’s 
house and takes a few carrots; she then steals some potatoes from the house and takes a few carrots; she then steals some potatoes from the 
ogre and so on around the neighbourhood… In the end, when Kroquela ogre and so on around the neighbourhood… In the end, when Kroquela 
tastes the soup, she is very surprised and was never the same again... tastes the soup, she is very surprised and was never the same again... 

 KEY POINTS
- 40,000 copies sold in France - 40,000 copies sold in France 

 4+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
Korean, Korean, 
Portuguese (Brazil), Portuguese (Brazil), 
Italian, Polish, Italian, Polish, 
Catalan, Spanish Catalan, Spanish 
(worldwide) (worldwide) 

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
Italian, Spanish Italian, Spanish 
(Spain), Catalan (Spain), Catalan 

Ce soir–là, comme aucun des trois ne savait cuisiner, Dinde prépara le ragoût
de grenouilles aux bourgeons et la purée de champignons. Ils se régalèrent.

L'une des vi l a ines les plus connues au monde est née en Al lemagne, en Bavière .
Fi l l e de célèbres pât iss iers , e l le passa it tout son temps dans l a cu i s i ne de ses parents
à observer les vér itables oeuvres d'art gastronomique qu' i ls produi s a i ent :
les Apfelstrudel (tartes aux pommes) , la Har lek in (crème bavaroise à la vani l le
et aux fru its secs) , les H imbeertortchen (tartes aux framboises) , l es Erdbeertortchen 
(tartes aux fra ises) , etc . 

À force d'observer ses parents travai l ler , e l le f in it par créer ses propres recettes 
et, sa technique se perfect ionnant, e l le éta it devenue à 18 ans la pât iss ière
la plus célèbre d'A l l emagne. Des rois de toute l 'Europe lu i demandai ent
ses i ncroyables et i ncomparables gâteaux.
 
Un jour, e l le reçut une commande du roi de Java. Une escorte de plus de cent 
Javanais devait venir chercher les pâti ss e r i e s et les transpo rter ju sq u 'à l eu r souverai n.
La jeune f i l le termina it son dernier Apfelstrudel quand la sonnette retent it .
Comme ses emp loyés éta ient en pause déjeuner ,  e l l e a l l a  ouvr i r  e l l e�même.
Pendant ce court instant, un insecte vint se poser sur un coin de l 'Apfe lstrudel
et y resta pour de bon.

La  Méc h a n t e  So r c i è r e �
d e �

Hansel  et    Gretel

. .
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 MOUTON 56 
 AUTHOR: PAULINE PINSON   
 ARTWORK: MAGALI LE HUCHE     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 32 pages   

 After receiving a shock from an electric fence 
on the farm, one of Liam’s sheep starts to 
remember all the stories from a long forgotten 
time, millions of years ago… when sheep ruled 
the Earth! 
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 6+ 
YEARS OLD

 DRÔLES DE COURSES 
POUR MONSIEUR OURS ! 
 AUTHOR: MONIKA SPANG   
 ARTWORK: MAGALI LE HUCHE     

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 32 pages   

 A bear as your backpack! As he’s on his way to 
run a few errands, Eustache’s basket breaks. 
He decides to try something different and buy 
a backpack. But Marcel Bazar the grocer is a 
prankster: instead of placing a bag on his back, 
he puts… a voracious bear!he puts… a voracious bear!

Completely unaware of what is going on, Completely unaware of what is going on, 
Eustache continues his errands with the bear Eustache continues his errands with the bear 
on his back! This will astonish the village on his back! This will astonish the village 
merchants, who will put in their articles in one merchants, who will put in their articles in one 
by one: bread, milk, f lour, honey… everything by one: bread, milk, f lour, honey… everything 
will disappear into this funny, greedy backpack! will disappear into this funny, greedy backpack! 
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 3+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
Chinese (simplif ied), Chinese (simplif ied), 
German, Spanish German, Spanish 
(Spain) (Spain) 

 QUI A SOUFFLÉ MES BOUGIES ? 
 (WHO HAS BLOWN OUT MY CANDLES?) 
 AUTHOR: ILAN BRENMAN     / ARTWORK: MAGALI LE HUCHE     

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 32 pages       • 11,00 euros 

 it is Nil's birthday party, and his houseis full of friends cheering him up. However, when the moment comes for the  it is Nil's birthday party, and his houseis full of friends cheering him up. However, when the moment comes for the 
cake, something strange happens: the candles go off before Nils has the time to blow them out! Who dared do such cake, something strange happens: the candles go off before Nils has the time to blow them out! Who dared do such 
a thing to the party boy? Everybody is appalled, until somebody completely unexpected admits the crime... a thing to the party boy? Everybody is appalled, until somebody completely unexpected admits the crime... 

 4+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
Italian, Chinese Italian, Chinese 
(complex), Portuguese (complex), Portuguese 
(Brazil), Spanish (Brazil), Spanish 
(worldwide), Basque (worldwide), Basque 

 TU LIS OÙ ? 
 AUTHOR: GÉRALDINE COLLET   
 ARTWORK: MAGALI LE HUCHE     

 Format: 17,5 x 20,6 cm   • 32 pages   

 Reading is always a fun moment but f inding 
just the right place to do it is even better! 

A wonderfully funny little easy reading story 
which encourages children to read wherever 
and whenever they want. 
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 5+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
Italian, Chinese Italian, Chinese 
(complex) (complex) 

 LES INVITÉS 
 AUTHOR: BERNARD FRIOT   
 ARTWORK: MAGALI LE HUCHE     

 Format: 26,7 x 32 cm   • 32 pages   

 Every summer Ms. Hélène has plenty of guests 
at her house. It is very important to her that 
they all feel at home so she is careful to 
redecorate each room for each guest. The 
funny thing is that they never select the room 
she has set up especially for them, but are 
always very happy and feel at home in the 
room they have chosen.  A story that subtly room they have chosen.  A story that subtly 
illustrates that people are not always what illustrates that people are not always what 
they seem. they seem. 
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 Rights sold:
German, Italian, German, Italian, 
Chinese (complex), Chinese (complex), 
Korean Korean 

 4+ 
YEARS OLD

Enf in ,  tout le monde se rassemb le autour de l a tab le 
couverte de d inosaures ,  de pop cakes ,  de macarons
et de toutes sortes de gourmand i ses .  Et on entonne
l a  c h an son  l a  p l u s  cé l èb r e  au  monde :  « Joyeux 
ann iversa i re ,  joyeux ann i versa i re !  »

001 QUI A SOUFFLE MES BOUGIES[BD].indd   8 10/01/2017   10:42

Les f l ammes des boug ies se ref l ètent d a ns le s yeux d u 
pet i t garçon qu i ,  déjà ,  gonf le doucement ses poumons . 
Ces sept boug ies ne feront jama i s l e po ids face
à l 'ouragan qu i  va sort i r  de sa bouche !

001 QUI A SOUFFLE MES BOUGIES[BD].indd   9 09/01/2017   09:42
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 "SMASH’EM UP" SERIES 
  Are you afraid of creatures and monsters? Well fear no more! Thanks to this book series you will never have to Are you afraid of creatures and monsters? Well fear no more! Thanks to this book series you will never have to 
be afraid again! Who has never shivered at the thought of a wolf crouching under the bed or a monster hiding be afraid again! Who has never shivered at the thought of a wolf crouching under the bed or a monster hiding 
in the bedroom closet? Who has never trembled at the sight of a spider? Here is your chance to fend off different in the bedroom closet? Who has never trembled at the sight of a spider? Here is your chance to fend off different 
kinds of creepy creatures. Full of funny, witty and practical tips, this series is the way to guarantee that none of kinds of creepy creatures. Full of funny, witty and practical tips, this series is the way to guarantee that none of 
them will ever come back and bother you again!them will ever come back and bother you again!
- 14 titles since 2008 + 4 specials :- 14 titles since 2008 + 4 specials :
MonstersMonsters
WolvesWolves

DinosaursDinosaurs
WitchesWitches

GhostsGhosts
PiratesPirates

VampiresVampires
SpidersSpiders

NightmaresNightmares
OgresOgres

ZombiesZombies
DragonsDragons

(Terrible) (Terrible) 
TeachersTeachers

Specials: Specials: My Very Own Monster DictionnaryMy Very Own Monster Dictionnary, , My Smash'em Up Workbook! My Smash'em Up Workbook! (2 volumes)(2 volumes), , The New Housepets The New Housepets 
Guide BookGuide Book
- Over 150,000 copies sold in France.- Over 150,000 copies sold in France.
 - Winner of the Children Education Award.  - Winner of the Children Education Award. 

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

 HOW TO LEVEL LITTLE WORRIES? 
 AUTHOR: CATHERINE LEBLANC     / ARTWORK: ROLAND GARRIGUE     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 32 pages       • 11,00 euros 

 Do not let worries get you down!Do not let worries get you down!

There are all sorts of kinds of little worries. Ideas that frighten or anguish: an owie, a bad grade, an argument, a nasty There are all sorts of kinds of little worries. Ideas that frighten or anguish: an owie, a bad grade, an argument, a nasty 
remark, or a f ight... But don’t let them get to you, because in fact, they are not invincible... And happy thoughts are remark, or a f ight... But don’t let them get to you, because in fact, they are not invincible... And happy thoughts are 
always stronger and more resilient! This next book in the series book offers funny and positive ways to deal with little always stronger and more resilient! This next book in the series book offers funny and positive ways to deal with little 
anxieties. anxieties. 

Plus on les croit, plus les idées noires grandissent. 
Plus tu as peur ou plus tu te mets en colère, plus elles se renforcent.

001 RATATINER LES IDEES NOIRES[BD].indd   28 05/04/2017   14:21

Ne te laisse pas embarquer par leurs mensonges, ne t’énerve pas,
ne te décourage pas.
Rappelle-toi qu’elles font du cinéma, qu’elles inventent des histoires.
Elles perdront alors peu à peu leur pouvoir et seront remplacées
par d’autres idées, bien plus colorées !

001 RATATINER LES IDEES NOIRES[BD].indd   29 05/04/2017   14:21

 Rights sold:
English, Italian, English, Italian, 
Chinese (simplif ied), Chinese (simplif ied), 
Dutch, Korean, Dutch, Korean, 
Portuguese (Brazil), Portuguese (Brazil), 
Polish, Russian, Czech, Polish, Russian, Czech, 
Spanish (Spain), Spanish (Spain), 
Danish, Finnish, Danish, Finnish, 
LuxembourgishLuxembourgish 
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Il n’a aucune vigueur. Intéressant
si tu cherches un animal calme. 

hamollasse
unC

001 MES NOUVEAUX ANIMAUX DE COMPAGNIE[BD].indd   12 27/04/15   11:50

Taille et poids
2, 30 m au garrot et 700 kilos. 

Alimentation
De l’herbe, même sèche.

 Inconvénient
Il reste mou et sans énergie. 

Avantage
Il peut servir de descente de lit . 

001 MES NOUVEAUX ANIMAUX DE COMPAGNIE[BD].indd   13 29/04/15   15:56

 MON GROS DICO DES MONSTRES   
(MY VERY OWN DICTIONARY OF 
MONSTERS) 
     ARTWORK: ROLAND GARRIGUE 
 WRITER: CATHERINE LEBLANC   

 Format: 18,5 x 23,8 cm   • 80 pages   • one-shot     • 15,90 euros 

 Monsters scare children and are continually ruining their  Monsters scare children and are continually ruining their 
happy childhood. They prevent them from sleeping, happy childhood. They prevent them from sleeping, 
concentrating, breathing… Thanks to this practical brand concentrating, breathing… Thanks to this practical brand 
new ABC book of monsters, which lists all and any new ABC book of monsters, which lists all and any 
monsters from everyday life, they will be able to f ind monsters from everyday life, they will be able to f ind 
peace at last.peace at last.

Each monster entry, includes a full description of its Each monster entry, includes a full description of its 
appearance, its habits, and most importantly, its appearance, its habits, and most importantly, its 
weaknesses and the recommended methods on how to weaknesses and the recommended methods on how to 
smash’em up! These very talented series’ authors have smash’em up! These very talented series’ authors have 
created a truly inventive and funny encyclopedia with created a truly inventive and funny encyclopedia with 
secret recipes to f inally get rid of monsters! secret recipes to f inally get rid of monsters! 

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
English, English, 
Portuguese (Brazil) Portuguese (Brazil) 

 MES NOUVEAUX ANIMAUX DE 
COMPAGNIE   (THE NEW HOUSE 
PETS GUIDE BOOK) 
     ARTWORK: ROLAND GARRIGUE 
 WRITER: CATHERINE LEBLANC   

 Format: 18,5 x 23,8 cm   • 80 pages       • 15,90 euros 

 Everything you need to know about house pets you’ve  Everything you need to know about house pets you’ve 
only dreamed of !only dreamed of !

Catherine Leblanc and Roland Garrigue have explored Catherine Leblanc and Roland Garrigue have explored 
some very distant lands, where they found 50 unheard-of some very distant lands, where they found 50 unheard-of 
animal species. They gathered plenty of information animal species. They gathered plenty of information 
about them (their weight and size, what they eat, their about them (their weight and size, what they eat, their 
advantages and drawbacks). Now, they could be your advantages and drawbacks). Now, they could be your 
new, original and surprising pets! new, original and surprising pets! 

 Rights sold:
Portuguese Portuguese 
(Brazil) (Brazil) 

 MON SUPER CAHIER
DE RATATINAGE ! 
     ARTWORK: ROLAND GARRIGUE 
 WRITER: CATHERINE LEBLANC   

 Format: 25 x 27,6 cm   • 80 pages   

 Workbooks with a lot of fun inside!

You’ll need your pencil case, your bag of tricks 
and to be very very brave because the mission 
you have to accomplish is reeeeeaaaalllyyyyyy you have to accomplish is reeeeeaaaalllyyyyyy 
diff icult! ... Watch out, there are monsters diff icult! ... Watch out, there are monsters 
lurking behind every page! You’ll need to draw lurking behind every page! You’ll need to draw 
them some silly clothes, a few things for them them some silly clothes, a few things for them 
to sink their teeth into to draw their attention to sink their teeth into to draw their attention 
away from you for a while. You could also away from you for a while. You could also 
make up names and even shenanigans for make up names and even shenanigans for 
them, or draw a family and friends for these them, or draw a family and friends for these 
poor sad monsters. Have fun and do not poor sad monsters. Have fun and do not 
forget to be monstrously inventive! forget to be monstrously inventive! 
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 Rights sold:
English, English, 
Portuguese (Brazil) Portuguese (Brazil) 

 COFFRET COMMENT 
RATATINER LES 
MONSTRES ET LES 
LOUPS - LIVRE CD 
 AUTHOR: CATHERINE LEBLANC   
 ARTWORK: ROLAND GARRIGUE     

 Format: 19 x 21 cm   • 32 x 2 pages   

 Can you hear all those (scared) scary 
creatures?creatures?

In this boxset edition, two classic picture books In this boxset edition, two classic picture books 
of the of the How to Smash'EmHow to Smash'Em collection are  collection are 
proposed also in audio-book version (CD + proposed also in audio-book version (CD + 
downloadable audio). downloadable audio). 
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 5+ 
YEARS OLD

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

 KEY POINTS
- The ideal book for every child's bedside table- The ideal book for every child's bedside table
- Dictionary entries with funny drawings, illustrating how - Dictionary entries with funny drawings, illustrating how 
dangerous each monster can be (spoiler: not that much). dangerous each monster can be (spoiler: not that much). 

Parfois,
de gros ou de petits monstres viennent nous embêter. 

Rien de tel que ce dico pour les repérer et s’en débarrasser !

Certains sont plutôt gentils
et juste un peu gênants

d’autres sont

méchants
et quelques-uns sont…

TRèS méchants !

En tout cas, plus on les connaît , moins ils font peur !

Ils vivent sur terre, dans l’air ou dans l’eau (1). Ils sortent le jour ou la nuit .
Ils peuvent être microscopiques ou géants (2). Ils changent de forme et de couleur.

Ils font des bruits étranges et sentent plus ou moins bon (3)…

Pince de crabe
à dents de scie

Tentacules munis
de puissantes

ventouses pour
marcher au plafond

Cœur de pierre

Dents de
rechange

Yeux réctractables
(idéal pour jeter un œil)

Cerveau colérique

Dix estomacs 
de plus en plus 

petits

Caca du monstre
(petit et rond 

comme une bille)

COUPE
TRANSVERSALE
D’UN MONSTREr

NEW
TITLES!
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  COLLECTION 
  Will you be able to ESCAPE these books?Will you be able to ESCAPE these books?
Just like in actual “escape room” games, where you have to f ind your way out of a rigged room, the role of these books is to get the Just like in actual “escape room” games, where you have to f ind your way out of a rigged room, the role of these books is to get the 
reader to help their favorite character get out of a diff icult situation! reader to help their favorite character get out of a diff icult situation! 
 Go on an adventure with Chi, Cleopatra or the Sea Shepherd, as well as many new characters soon to come! Go on an adventure with Chi, Cleopatra or the Sea Shepherd, as well as many new characters soon to come!
Without any time limit or the need for any materials like, paper, pencils or erasers, the goal is to solve mysteries and puzzles and Without any time limit or the need for any materials like, paper, pencils or erasers, the goal is to solve mysteries and puzzles and 
f ind the way out of the situation. Observation, deduction and logic are the keys to resolving these brand new non-linear adventures. f ind the way out of the situation. Observation, deduction and logic are the keys to resolving these brand new non-linear adventures. 
You will have to collect the right items, decrypt codes, f ind out secret passages, etc. to escape.You will have to collect the right items, decrypt codes, f ind out secret passages, etc. to escape.
Each ESCAPE book includes an exciting introduction that quickly draws in the reader into the hero’s adventure. A map allows the Each ESCAPE book includes an exciting introduction that quickly draws in the reader into the hero’s adventure. A map allows the 
reader to keep his/her bearings during the journey, and there are hints to help the reader to keep moving forward if necessary.reader to keep his/her bearings during the journey, and there are hints to help the reader to keep moving forward if necessary.
There is more than one way through the adventure with the readers’ choices determining their destiny. Alone or with friends, in one There is more than one way through the adventure with the readers’ choices determining their destiny. Alone or with friends, in one 
go or over a period of time, you will f ind your own way to ESCAPE!go or over a period of time, you will f ind your own way to ESCAPE!

Each volume includes:Each volume includes:
- A detailed map to f ind your way- A detailed map to f ind your way
- Items to help you advance in your quest- Items to help you advance in your quest
- Hints (in case you get stuck) - Hints (in case you get stuck) 

 ESCAPE ! MISSION SAUVETAGE AVEC SEA SHEPHERD 
 (ESCAPE! A RESCUE MISSION WITH SEA SHEPHERD) 
 AUTHOR: MICEAL BEAUSANG-O'GRIAFA         

 Format: 13 x 18 cm   • 96 pages       • 7,60 euros 

 A ghost ship and animals in danger: can you take control of the situation before it’s too late?  A ghost ship and animals in danger: can you take control of the situation before it’s too late? 

 10+ 
YEARS OLD

 ESCAPE ! AU SECOURS DE CLÉOPÂTRE 
 (ESCAPE! HELPING CLEOPATRA) 
 AUTHOR: LYLIAN     / ARTWORK: YOHAN COLOMBIÉ-VIVÈS     

 Format: 13 x 18 cm   • 192 pages     • October 2018   • 8,50 euros 

 Trapped at the heart of a pyramid covered with sand, Cleopatra needs you to rescue her!  Trapped at the heart of a pyramid covered with sand, Cleopatra needs you to rescue her! 

 ESCAPE ! AU SECOURS DE CHI 
 (ESCAPE! HELP CHI OUT OF THE LOCKED APARTMENT!) 
 AUTHORS: KONAMI KANATA & FABIEN FERNANDEZ         

 Format: 13 x 18 cm   • 112 pages       • 7,60 euros 

 Chi is locked in an apartment. Can you help him get outside to play with his friends? Chi is locked in an apartment. Can you help him get outside to play with his friends?

Also available: Also available: ESCAPE! Chi’s Treasure Hunt in the Park!ESCAPE! Chi’s Treasure Hunt in the Park! 
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 GREEK MYTHOLOGY BY LUC FERRY 
 AUTHOR: LUC FERRY     / ARTWORK: NICOLAS DUFFAUT     

 Format: 17,5 x 24,8 cm   • 64 pages     • April 2019   • 12,50 euros 

 A new middle grade collection by the bestselling author!A new middle grade collection by the bestselling author! 

Luc Ferry, former French Minister of Education and bestselling author of more than 100 books Luc Ferry, former French Minister of Education and bestselling author of more than 100 books 
about philosophy and Greek mythology, writes his f irst middle grade collection. The f irst two titles about philosophy and Greek mythology, writes his f irst middle grade collection. The f irst two titles 
are dedicated to Ulysses and Theseus. are dedicated to Ulysses and Theseus. 

 9+ 
YEARS OLD
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 CHI - A CAT'S LIFE 
 AUTHORS: KONAMI KANATA & JÉRÔME COUSIN         

 Format: 12 x 17,3 cm   • 96 pages       • 4,99 euros 

 A middle grade adaptation of the well-known manga series. In each book, we discover one important moment of  A middle grade adaptation of the well-known manga series. In each book, we discover one important moment of 
Chi's intense and cute cat life. 19 volumes published so far. Chi's intense and cute cat life. 19 volumes published so far. 

 GRRREENY  MAMETTE’S 
MEMORIES 

 GLENAT MIDDLE-GRADE BOOKS 
 Glénat Pocket BooksGlénat Pocket Books is a collection of middle grade adaptations of some of the publishing house's most succesful young comic book series. is a collection of middle grade adaptations of some of the publishing house's most succesful young comic book series.
From the 1930s country life ofFrom the 1930s country life of Les Souvenirs de Mamette Les Souvenirs de Mamette to the prehistoric adventures of  to the prehistoric adventures of Tib & TatoumTib & Tatoum, from the funny rich girl struggles , from the funny rich girl struggles 
of of Marie-Lune Marie-Lune to the video game passion of to the video game passion of Kid PaddleKid Paddle, here comes a way to introduce the new young readers to longer texts with the , here comes a way to introduce the new young readers to longer texts with the 
help of their beloved characters! help of their beloved characters! 

G MARIE-LUNE 

 8+ 
YEARS OLD

 KID PADDLE  TIB & TATOUM 

 SPOOKY AND THE STRANGE TALES 
 AUTHOR: ELIAN BLACK'MOR & CARINE-M         

 Format: 23 x 30 cm   • 72-64 pages   • Ongoing series volumes • 2 published     • 25,50 euros 

 Spooky is a little girl who lives in the land of fairy tales, and she loves to tell a few herself ! Her uncles, the Three Little  Spooky is a little girl who lives in the land of fairy tales, and she loves to tell a few herself ! Her uncles, the Three Little 
Pigs, run a guest house in central London where all the major fairy tale characters like to stay. Heroes that Spooky Pigs, run a guest house in central London where all the major fairy tale characters like to stay. Heroes that Spooky 
loves to talk to as their conversations are very inspirational and help her f ill her journal full of adventure stories, one loves to talk to as their conversations are very inspirational and help her f ill her journal full of adventure stories, one 
more incredible than the other, with a clear preference for the scary ones!more incredible than the other, with a clear preference for the scary ones!

Spooky's diary is actually magic and has three different types of entries: Spooky telling her story, the diary commenting Spooky's diary is actually magic and has three different types of entries: Spooky telling her story, the diary commenting 
on her entries and the events, Spooky's own comments and notes. on her entries and the events, Spooky's own comments and notes. 

 Rights sold:
English English 

 8-12 
YEARS OLD

  �Une chanson en hommage à notre 
pension ! On a pas pu s'empêcher de lui 
demander de nous la chanter…

Bon, elle n'avait pas du tout la bonne 
tonalité, mais la chanson, 
elle nous a en-voû-tés

     �Son plan était bien ficelé et on a 
vraiment tout gobé ! Surtout quand elle 
a rajouté comment, des douves aux greniers, 
des plus petites créatures aux plus grands des 
dragons, tout le monde au pays des Contes, 
fredonnait maintenant la nouvelle chanson 
des Trois Petits Cochons… 

… et de leur nièce adorée !

i

i

i

i

i

i

Va à cette pensioon, 
c'est celle des Trois Petits Cochoons 

Si tu vois le Grand Méchant Looup,
c’est que tu avais rendez-voous 

Et si tu t’attardes trop la nuiit, 

Tu risques bien de croiser
Spookyyy !!

(Ron, ron ! )

(Aoow-aoow !)

(Hi, hi !)

i
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 HERE COME 
THE MOUNTAIN 
HOLIDAYS 

 Rights sold:
Chinese Chinese 
(simplif ied) (simplif ied) 

 HERE COME THE 
SEA HOLIDAYS 

 THE BOOK OF 
MOUNTAINS 

 "HERE COME THE HOLIDAYS" COLLECTION 
 AUTHORS: GRÉGOIRE MABIRE & STÉPHANE FRATTINI         

 Format: 16 x 21 cm   • 144 pages   • one-shot • 3 published     • 9,99 euros 

 A mystery story, plenty of information and a lot of games to make you discover the natural A mystery story, plenty of information and a lot of games to make you discover the natural 
holidays settings while having fun! A 3-in-1 book to bring with you in your backpack. holidays settings while having fun! A 3-in-1 book to bring with you in your backpack. 

Are you leaving for the mountains or the sea with your classmates or your family? These books Are you leaving for the mountains or the sea with your classmates or your family? These books 
will accompany you during all your trips. Each one of them is made of 3 parts:will accompany you during all your trips. Each one of them is made of 3 parts:

1) First of all, a big story (40-50 pages long) full of mysteries and excitement, that will immerse you 1) First of all, a big story (40-50 pages long) full of mysteries and excitement, that will immerse you 
in the same vacation setting you are exploring.  in the same vacation setting you are exploring.  

2) Then, around 50 non-f iction pages where you can learn everything there is to know about 2) Then, around 50 non-f iction pages where you can learn everything there is to know about 
living on the mountains, climb them and skiing down their highest peaks. Or maybe getting to living on the mountains, climb them and skiing down their highest peaks. Or maybe getting to 
know the sea and the people who navigate it. And plenty other interesting things, of course! know the sea and the people who navigate it. And plenty other interesting things, of course! 

3) Finally, you can have fun with more than 40 games of games: hidden words, secret codes, 3) Finally, you can have fun with more than 40 games of games: hidden words, secret codes, 
labyrinths, mystery-solving and a number of other activities!labyrinths, mystery-solving and a number of other activities!

Following the bestselling Following the bestselling Le livre après-skiLe livre après-ski (The After Ski BookThe After Ski Book), dedicated to the winter mountain ), dedicated to the winter mountain 
sports, here comes a collection that lets you explore the mountains (sports, here comes a collection that lets you explore the mountains (Here Comes the Mountain Here Comes the Mountain 
HolidaysHolidays) and the sea () and the sea (Here Comes the Sea HolidaysHere Comes the Sea Holidays) in the springtime. ) in the springtime. 

 7+ 
YEARS OLD
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 MY FIRST DISCOVERY-PUZZLE BOOKS 
  My First Discovery-PuzzleMy First Discovery-Puzzle is a new collection of cardboard books with unique features! is a new collection of cardboard books with unique features!
Each book has 20 jigsaw puzzle pieces incorporated in its pages. Take them out will reveal lots of new words and Each book has 20 jigsaw puzzle pieces incorporated in its pages. Take them out will reveal lots of new words and 
information hidden under them. With a non-f iction side, each title touch an interesting subject (winter sports, information hidden under them. With a non-f iction side, each title touch an interesting subject (winter sports, 
boats, the primary school, the circus...) in a colorful and funny way. Each double page also includes a little "seek and boats, the primary school, the circus...) in a colorful and funny way. Each double page also includes a little "seek and 
f ind" game. And the best part is: when you take all the puzzle pieces apart and f lip them, you have a whole new f ind" game. And the best part is: when you take all the puzzle pieces apart and f lip them, you have a whole new 
surprise jigsaw puzzle to put together and a universe to discover! surprise jigsaw puzzle to put together and a universe to discover! 

 LES BATEAUX   (BOATS) 
 AUTHORS: STÉPHANE FRATTINI & MAUD LEGRAND         

 Format: 25,2 x 23 cm   • 12 pages       • 14,50 euros 

 And what about taking a walk along the seashore by the port? This discovery-puzzle book will reveal  And what about taking a walk along the seashore by the port? This discovery-puzzle book will reveal 
lots of things about all the different kinds of boats: big ships, sailing boats, trawlers, speedboats and even lots of things about all the different kinds of boats: big ships, sailing boats, trawlers, speedboats and even 
a racing catamaran... But how do you recognize them? And how are they built? There are plenty of a racing catamaran... But how do you recognize them? And how are they built? There are plenty of 
hidden and curious information to f ind in this new book of the hidden and curious information to f ind in this new book of the My First Discovery-PuzzleMy First Discovery-Puzzle collection... and,  collection... and, 
of course, a new surprise jigsaw puzzle to put together! of course, a new surprise jigsaw puzzle to put together! 

 3+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
Chinese Chinese 
(simplif ied) (simplif ied) 

The surpriseThe surprise
jigsaw puzzlejigsaw puzzle

(20 pieces,(20 pieces,
25 x 20 cm)25 x 20 cm)

With the puzzle piecesWith the puzzle pieces

Without the puzzle piecesWithout the puzzle pieces
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 L'ÉCOLE MATERNELLE   (PRIMARY SCHOOL) 
 AUTHORS: MAUD LEGRAND & MARIETTE NODET         

 Format: 25,2 x 23 cm   • 12 pages       • 14,50 euros 

 It’s the beginning of the new school year! Leo is proud to start his f irst day of elementary school. His neighbor Alice  It’s the beginning of the new school year! Leo is proud to start his f irst day of elementary school. His neighbor Alice 
is a year older and already knows her way around. The two of them take the reader through a day in this new and is a year older and already knows her way around. The two of them take the reader through a day in this new and 
exciting environment! exciting environment! 

 Like the other titles in the  Like the other titles in the My First Discovery-PuzzleMy First Discovery-Puzzle collection, the jigsaw puzzles pieces can be taken out of the  collection, the jigsaw puzzles pieces can be taken out of the 
pages and then assembled to make a up big surprise puzzle – a school party scene with all the letters of the pages and then assembled to make a up big surprise puzzle – a school party scene with all the letters of the 
alphabet! alphabet! 

 AUX SPORTS D'HIVER   (WINTER SPORTS) 
 AUTHORS: STÉPHANE FRATTINI & MAUD LEGRAND         

 Format: 25,2 x 23 cm   • 12 pages       • 14,50 euros 

 Winter has arrived and the mountains are covered with snow. Soon they’ll turn into huge playgrounds. The ski  Winter has arrived and the mountains are covered with snow. Soon they’ll turn into huge playgrounds. The ski 
resorts have opened and winter sports enthusiasts are arriving. There are ski lessons with Lina and slalom runs with resorts have opened and winter sports enthusiasts are arriving. There are ski lessons with Lina and slalom runs with 
Sam, unless, of course you’d rather go on a dogsled ride. But these mountains and beautiful winter landscape also Sam, unless, of course you’d rather go on a dogsled ride. But these mountains and beautiful winter landscape also 
hide a whole sleeping natural world.hide a whole sleeping natural world.

This discovery-puzzle will reveal lots of new words and information about mountains and winter sports. Each double This discovery-puzzle will reveal lots of new words and information about mountains and winter sports. Each double 
page also includes a "seek and f ind". And when you take the puzzle apart and f lip the pieces, you have a surprise page also includes a "seek and f ind". And when you take the puzzle apart and f lip the pieces, you have a surprise 
puzzle showing that you can also do winter sports during the night! puzzle showing that you can also do winter sports during the night! 

 LE CIRQUE   (THE CIRCUS) 
 AUTHORS: STÉPHANE FRATTINI & MAUD LEGRAND         

 Format: 25,2 x 23 cm   • 12 pages     • October 2018   • 14,50 euros 

 Let the show begins! Leo and Alice are part of a children’s circus workshop. When a small circus arrives in their town,  Let the show begins! Leo and Alice are part of a children’s circus workshop. When a small circus arrives in their town, 
they are the f irst to buy tickets for the show! This new title from the they are the f irst to buy tickets for the show! This new title from the My First Discovery-PuzzleMy First Discovery-Puzzle collection shows the  collection shows the 
circus world in its many varieties: the traditional circus, of course, but also the new circus formats and the workshops circus world in its many varieties: the traditional circus, of course, but also the new circus formats and the workshops 
for young acrobats. And the surprise jigsaw puzzle, is an exciting scene with trapeze artists! Come one, come all! for young acrobats. And the surprise jigsaw puzzle, is an exciting scene with trapeze artists! Come one, come all! 

En classe
Les enfants se sont installés dans la classe. La maîtresse fait l’appel pour savoir s’il y a des absents 

puis explique le programme de la matinée.

– Aujourd’hui, nous allons travailler sur la date. Qui sait dire les jours de la semaine ? Qui connaît 

le mois de son anniversaire ?

Avec la maîtresse, il faut bien écouter, même si le copain d’à côté bouge dans tous les sens. Léo a 

appris à lever le doigt quand il a quelque chose à dire, mais parfois c’est diffi cile d’attendre son tour !

Léo aime sa classe, parce qu’il y a beaucoup de petits coins différents pour jouer et expérimenter. 

Il y a aussi un lapin dont il faut s’occuper, et des plantes à arroser.

Cherche et trouve… 
les 2 chaussons marron.

le banc

le portemanteau

le bac à doudous

la bibliothèque
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le tableau

le lapin Pollux

un pot à crayons

les crayons

le coin 
lecture

la table

la chaise

les étagères

la météo

la maîtresse

l’ATSEM

les 
étiquettes 
prénoms
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Atelier jonglage
Hop-hop-hop-hop… Pour jongler, il faut tenir le rythme. Ne jamais hésiter, sans ralentir ni accélérer ! 

On peut jongler avec plein de choses : des balles, des anneaux, des massues ou des chapeaux. Le poids et 

la forme changent, mais il suffi t d’adapter ses gestes. Pour maîtriser le bâton du diable et réussir à le faire 

tourner avec les deux baguettes, c’est plus compliqué. Il faudra pourtant être prêt pour le spectacle de fi n 

d’année ! Clémentine y participera avec ses élèves. Elle est antipodiste : elle sait jongler avec les… pieds. 

Pas question en revanche d’utiliser des sabres ou des torches enfl ammées, c’est bien trop dangereux !

le bâton du diable

une antipodiste
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Cherche et trouve… le petit intrus.

le jongleur

les anneaux

les balles de jonglage

les massues

le diabolo

les assiettes 
chinoises
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La montagne en hiver
Pendant la nuit, il a encore neigé. Sur la station bien sûr, mais aussi dans la partie sauvage de la montagne comme ici.

La neige fraîche, la « poudreuse », est brillante et légère. Puis avec le temps, elle se tasse et devient plus dure. Bientôt, 

les couches s’empilent… Et quand trop de neige fraîche s’accumule sur une vieille plaque, elle fi nit par glisser : 

attention à l’avalanche !

Au fait, qui habite là ? Même en hiver, la vie ne s’arrête jamais. « Cric, crac ! » : ce bec-croisé picore une pomme 

de pin. Le chocard à bec jaune, lui, descend se nourrir dans la vallée. Mais où se cachent les marmottes ? 

Chut ! Sors tes jumelles pour observer les chamois venus brouter à la lisière de la forêt !

Cherche et trouve… 
le petit yéti.

un bec-croisé

un chalet d’alpage
un mélèze

des épicéas
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une avalanche

des chocards

des rochers

un sommet

des chamois

des flocons 
de neige

une hermine

un glacier
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The surprise jigsaw puzzleThe surprise jigsaw puzzle

The surprise jigsaw puzzleThe surprise jigsaw puzzle

The surprise jigsaw puzzleThe surprise jigsaw puzzle
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 MISSIONS EXPLORATION   (EXPLORERS AND THEIR MISSIONS) 
 AUTHOR: STÉPHANE FRATTINI     / ARTWORK: YANNICK ROBERT     

 Format: 17 x 24 cm   • 144 pages   • one-shot     • 18,00 euros 

 Discover the extraordinary adventures and dreams of an entire generation of men and women who set off for the Discover the extraordinary adventures and dreams of an entire generation of men and women who set off for the 
ends of the earth to explore unknown lands and peoples all for the advancement of science.ends of the earth to explore unknown lands and peoples all for the advancement of science.

Since the mid 19Since the mid 19thth century, hundreds of expeditions often under hostile or dangerous conditions, led by a variety of  century, hundreds of expeditions often under hostile or dangerous conditions, led by a variety of 
explorers, have helped advance mankind’s knowledge and science. Even today, in the age of satellite images, the explorers, have helped advance mankind’s knowledge and science. Even today, in the age of satellite images, the 
adventures continue: men and women still go to great ends to explore and explain the planet and its inhabitants... adventures continue: men and women still go to great ends to explore and explain the planet and its inhabitants... 
This book will take you across time and around the world, to reveal the secrets of the most signif icant scientif ic This book will take you across time and around the world, to reveal the secrets of the most signif icant scientif ic 
missions and the wildest solo adventures! missions and the wildest solo adventures! 

 Rights sold:
Spanish Spanish 
(worldwide) (worldwide) 

 THE DREAM JOBS COLLECTION 
 “When I grow up I will be…” A new collection of personal accounts from persons doing engaging jobs, for 10+ readers who want to “When I grow up I will be…” A new collection of personal accounts from persons doing engaging jobs, for 10+ readers who want to 
follow their passions!follow their passions!
Why is this the job of your dreams? When have you fell in love with it? From where comes your unshakable motivation? Halfway Why is this the job of your dreams? When have you fell in love with it? From where comes your unshakable motivation? Halfway 
between an adventure account, a biography and a non-fiction book, this never-seen-before collection innovates by introducing a between an adventure account, a biography and a non-fiction book, this never-seen-before collection innovates by introducing a 
new genre: 1new genre: 1stst person accounts written by passionate people doing the job of their dreams, and what it took and still takes to do it. person accounts written by passionate people doing the job of their dreams, and what it took and still takes to do it.
Each book will have approximately 26-28 thousand words. Each book will have approximately 26-28 thousand words. 

 9+ 
YEARS OLD

 DREAM JOB: 
LAWYER 

 DREAM JOB: 
BODYGUARD 
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Vers l’inconnu
En novembre 1909, une plongée sous 
la coque révèle que le gouvernail est 
endommagé. Tant pis ! Charcot met 
le cap au sud pour une campagne d’été. 
L’expédition est une réussite : on dépasse 
l’île Adélaïde, la limite des terres connues, 
puis on longe des centaines de kilomètres 
de côtes nouvelles, qui sont nommées côte 
Fallières (le président de la République), 
île Charcot (en hommage à son père, 
célèbre médecin), île Renaud, île Millerand, 
cap Pavie… Charcot voudrait pousser 
l’exploration encore plus loin, mais de 
nouveau, l’hiver approche, les vivres 
viennent à manquer… Pire encore : comme 
d’autres membres d’équipage, il est affaibli 
par le scorbut, une maladie due au manque 
d’aliments frais (donc de vitamine C). Cette 
fois, il est temps de rentrer pour de bon !

LE NAUFRAGE
Après la Première Guerre 
mondiale, Charcot reprend ses 
navigations avec le Pourquoi-Pas ?, 
sillonnant surtout l’Atlantique 
nord. En 1936, il dépose le jeune 
explorateur Paul-Émile Victor 
au Groenland, pour un hivernage 
avec les Inuits. Quelques jours 
plus tard, une tempête brise 
le navire sur un récif. Le seul 
rescapé du naufrage racontera 
que Charcot a juste eu le temps 
de libérer Rita, sa mouette 
apprivoisée, avant de sombrer…

Retour triomphal
« Avions rêvé davantage. Avons fait 
du mieux possible », télégraphie Charcot 
depuis l’Amérique du Sud, avec son habituelle 
modestie. Il est un peu déçu, estimant n’avoir 
pas assez fait de travaux scienti  ques. 
En réalité, les résultats sont bien là : 3 000 km 
de côtes ont été cartographiés, et l’expédition 
donnera lieu dans les années suivantes 
à la publication de 28 volumes de travaux 
scienti  ques ! Les journaux racontent l’exploit, 
et le public se passionne : lors de son retour à Rouen, le 5 juin 1910, le Pourquoi-Pas ?, 
escorté par deux torpilleurs, est acclamé par une foule immense. Avec cette première 
mission polaire moderne, Charcot a posé les bases d’une présence française en Antarctique 
qui dure encore cent ans plus tard. •

001 MISSIONS EXPLORATION[BD].indd   13 06/09/2016   11:47

 8+ 
YEARS OLD

 DREAM JOB: EXPLORER 
 AUTHOR: CHRISTIAN CLOT     / ARTWORK: HÉDI BENYOUNES     

 Format: 18 x 24,3 cm   • 120 pages   • Ongoing collection volumes • 3 published     • 14,95 euros 

 What is exploring as a profession? Discovering, exploring new places with humility and  What is exploring as a profession? Discovering, exploring new places with humility and 
respect, in order to push forward the frontiers of knowledge. Christian Clot talks about respect, in order to push forward the frontiers of knowledge. Christian Clot talks about 
his f irst training outings, his f irst expedition and his on-going work, alone or in a team, his f irst training outings, his f irst expedition and his on-going work, alone or in a team, 
as a professional explorer. He also describes the elements involved in exploration: the as a professional explorer. He also describes the elements involved in exploration: the 
variety of geological terrains, the human body, the spaces and places, and even variety of geological terrains, the human body, the spaces and places, and even 
neuroscience. A passionate description, quite different from the stereotypes of neuroscience. A passionate description, quite different from the stereotypes of 
adventurers, on the role of an explorer and his ethical commitment. adventurers, on the role of an explorer and his ethical commitment. 

 DREAM JOB: ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST 
 AUTHOR: PAUL WATSON     / ARTWORK: HÉDI BENYOUNES     

 Format: 18 x 24,3 cm   • 120 pages   • Ongoing collection volumes • 3 published     • 14,95 euros 

 The f irst title of the  The f irst title of the I collection is penned by  collection is penned by Captain Paul WatsonCaptain Paul Watson, who since he was 11 , who since he was 11 
knew he was going to dedicate all his life to the protection of the environment and the knew he was going to dedicate all his life to the protection of the environment and the 
defense of the wildlife. Founder of the environmentalist NGO Sea Shepherd and defense of the wildlife. Founder of the environmentalist NGO Sea Shepherd and 
considered a “pirate of the oceans” by some, Captain Watson unveils here his day-to-considered a “pirate of the oceans” by some, Captain Watson unveils here his day-to-
day life, his angst, his doubts and his commitment. This is also the occasion to learn day life, his angst, his doubts and his commitment. This is also the occasion to learn 
about how wildlife like castor and seals live, how widespread whale-hunting is today, about how wildlife like castor and seals live, how widespread whale-hunting is today, 
how to protect animals and the environment. how to protect animals and the environment. 
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 CAHIER DE 
COLORIAGE 
PRÊT-À-PORTER 
- LUXE 

 YVES SAINT-
LAURENT 
COLORING 
BOOKS 

 JC/DC 
COLORING 
BOOK 

 ORIGINAL ARTISTS COLORING BOOKS COLLECTION 
 Glénat proposes an original and unique collection of coloring books, which brings closer the original arts of great artists, designers and  Glénat proposes an original and unique collection of coloring books, which brings closer the original arts of great artists, designers and 
fashion creators, and the readers' creative expressions. Halfway between art books and activity books, they will let you discover these fashion creators, and the readers' creative expressions. Halfway between art books and activity books, they will let you discover these 
artists workf low and sorces of inspiration in a way you have never experienced before.artists workf low and sorces of inspiration in a way you have never experienced before.
Enter here in the world of cult f ilm directors Enter here in the world of cult f ilm directors Jacques TatiJacques Tati and  and Jean CocteauJean Cocteau, the fashion innovator , the fashion innovator Yves Saint-LaurentYves Saint-Laurent, the famous poet , the famous poet 
Jacques Prevert,Jacques Prevert, and the internationally famous designer  and the internationally famous designer JC de CastelbajacJC de Castelbajac. . 

 JACQUES TATI: 
COLORING 
BOOK 

 7+ 
YEARS OLD

 JACQUES 
PRÉVERT: 
COLORING & 
COLLAGE BOOK 

 JEAN COCTEAU: 
COLORING 
BOOK 

 DESSINE-MOI UN 
BOGATO 
 AUTHOR: ANAÏS OLMER         

 Format: 25 x 27,6 cm   • 80 pages   

 Anaïs Olmer is at the same time an art 
director and a pastry chef. In this fresh and 
stylish coloring book, the author propose 80 
tasty pages to color and plenty of recipes that 
children can prepare themselves. Cupcakes, 
cookies, toppings: pastry cooking will have no cookies, toppings: pastry cooking will have no 
longer secrets for the little chefs, and thanks to longer secrets for the little chefs, and thanks to 
Anaïs’ tricks their cakes will be as sweet as Anaïs’ tricks their cakes will be as sweet as 
they will look beautiful! they will look beautiful! 
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 6+ 
YEARS OLD

 CALENDRIER
DE L'AVENT CRÉATIF 
 AUTHOR: CORALIE CARON-TELDERS   
 ARTWORK: CAMILLE CHAUCHAT     

 Format: 21 x 32 cm   • 28 pages + craft material pages   

 A wonderfully creative advent calendar.  Every 
day leading up to Christmas, discover a new 
chapter in the exciting adventures of Simon and 
Lea in a lovely accordion book and decorate a 
new detachable ornament and hang it on the 
tree. The book comes in a box with everything 
you need to embroider it with wool, color it with you need to embroider it with wool, color it with 
a glitter pen and hang it on the Christmas tree... a glitter pen and hang it on the Christmas tree... 
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 4+ 
YEARS OLD

 TRICOT TEEN TRICOT COOL ! 
 AUTHORS: LAURE CHOPPIN ARBOGAST 
& JULIE LOTTE         

 Format: 19,5 x 23,3 cm   • 128 pages   

 Knitting? A child's play! Through simple 
instructions and colorful photos, this book will 
teach you 20 cool knitting projects that can be 
done by children from 8 years old.

From arm bands to phone cases, from beanies 
to mittens, and from bow ties to leg warmers, 
here come plenty of useful and funny tricks to here come plenty of useful and funny tricks to 
dress your school life with creativity. dress your school life with creativity. 
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 8+ 
YEARS OLD

 CRÉER, JOUER, RÊVER 
 AUTHOR: CORALIE CARON-TELDERS   
 ARTWORK: CAMILLE CHAUCHAT     

 Format: 19,8 x 26,6 cm   • 180 pages   

 24 creative activities for the whole family!

Create, play, dream...  The three pillars of a 
happy childhood can be found in this book 
through the 24 original creative projects that 
the whole family can do together, parents and 
children. Weaving a dream catcher, making a 
mask that is worthy of the best of Rio’s 
Carnival f loats, creating a circus tent, Carnival f loats, creating a circus tent, 
discovering the solar system, turning a discovering the solar system, turning a 
cardboard box into a theatre... You’ll see that cardboard box into a theatre... You’ll see that 
anything is possible when armed with anything is possible when armed with 
cardboard, pencils, scissors, and glue! cardboard, pencils, scissors, and glue! 
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 3+ 
YEARS OLD

 LA BANDE DESSINÉE, 
C'EST FACILE - NE 
 AUTHOR: GILBERT BOUCHARD         

 Format: 17 x 24 cm   • 120 pages   

 The guide that makes creating comics easy he guide that makes creating comics easy 
for everyone!

Comic books author Gilbert Bouchard has 
realized a pedagogical method to help 
children and adults try this powerful way of 
expression. The result of more than 25 years 
of school workshops, this playful and gradual 
method with more than 50 lessons and method with more than 50 lessons and 
exercises, will let the readers discover that exercises, will let the readers discover that 
making comics is easy! making comics is easy! 
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 Rights sold:
Chinese Chinese 
(simplif ied) (simplif ied) 

 7+ 
YEARS OLD

 MES APRÈS-MIDI 
TRICOTIN 
 AUTHOR: JULIE LOTTE         

 Format: 19,5 x 23,3 cm   • 128 pages   

 What is one meter long, made out of wool 
and transforms itself within two to three 
movements into a super sweet accessory? 
The spool! You’ll only need a bit of wool and a 
spool to realize 20 funny projects: an animal 
magnet for the fridge, a brooch to wear on 
your clothes, a photo holder for your room, your clothes, a photo holder for your room, 
jewelry, key holder, pillow, dream catcher… jewelry, key holder, pillow, dream catcher… 
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 9+ 
YEARS OLD
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 VOTE FOR ME! 

 LA LEÇON DE PÊCHE   (THE FISHING LESSON) 
 AUTHOR: HEINRICH BÖLL     / ARTWORK: EMILE BRAVO     

 Format: 26,2 x 19,8 cm   • 40 pages       • 12,20 euros 

 A beautifully illustrated adaptation of a famous tale by Nobel prize winner Heinrich Böll! A beautifully illustrated adaptation of a famous tale by Nobel prize winner Heinrich Böll!

In a small harbor, an old f isherman is taking a nap in his old boat until the moment a tourist wakes him up while he In a small harbor, an old f isherman is taking a nap in his old boat until the moment a tourist wakes him up while he 
takes pictures. When the two meet, it is time for a lesson on… life. The tourist is curious about the man’s life and takes pictures. When the two meet, it is time for a lesson on… life. The tourist is curious about the man’s life and 
starts to ask him plenty of questions. He is astonished by the f isherman’s idleness: the man went out f ishing in the starts to ask him plenty of questions. He is astonished by the f isherman’s idleness: the man went out f ishing in the 
morning, had a pretty good catch, and calls it a day. But the tourist is thinking big: in his words he tries to explain how morning, had a pretty good catch, and calls it a day. But the tourist is thinking big: in his words he tries to explain how 
going out to sea again would mean catching more f ish, getting more money, buying larger boats, catching even more going out to sea again would mean catching more f ish, getting more money, buying larger boats, catching even more 
f ish, and so on… eventually, he says, it would be possible to build a true industrial empire, and be rich! “And then what?” f ish, and so on… eventually, he says, it would be possible to build a true industrial empire, and be rich! “And then what?” 
asks the f isherman. The tourist, baff led, is about to learn something new about life! asks the f isherman. The tourist, baff led, is about to learn something new about life! 

 KEY POINTS
- Adaptation of a short story by Nobel Prize winner Heinrich Böll.- Adaptation of a short story by Nobel Prize winner Heinrich Böll.
- Beautiful illustrations by Jügendliteraturpreis winner Émile Bravo.- Beautiful illustrations by Jügendliteraturpreis winner Émile Bravo.
- Compelling message which will appeal both to parents and children. - Compelling message which will appeal both to parents and children. 

 Rights sold:
Italian, German, Italian, German, 
Russian, Spanish, Russian, Spanish, 
Danish, Portuguese Danish, Portuguese 
(Brazil), Chinese (Brazil), Chinese 
(simplif ied), English (simplif ied), English 

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

 L'HISTOIRE DU LION QUI NE SAVAIT PAS ÉCRIRE 
 (THE STORY OF THE LION THAT DIDN'T KNOW HOW TO WRITE) 
 AUTHOR: MARTIN BALTSCHEIT   / ARTWORK: MARC BOUTAVANT       

 Format: 26,3 x 19,8 cm   • 40 pages       • 11,00 euros 

 Lion doesn’t know how to write but he doesn’t care because he knows how to roar and show his teeth and for a lion  Lion doesn’t know how to write but he doesn’t care because he knows how to roar and show his teeth and for a lion 
that’s more than enough. Or a least until the day he falls in love with a beautiful lioness who he sees reading in a tree. that’s more than enough. Or a least until the day he falls in love with a beautiful lioness who he sees reading in a tree. 
He wants to seduce her and tell her how he feels and imagines writing her a letter. That’s when things start to get He wants to seduce her and tell her how he feels and imagines writing her a letter. That’s when things start to get 
complicated. He decides to ask his friends for help, and it’s not going to be as easy as he thought…complicated. He decides to ask his friends for help, and it’s not going to be as easy as he thought…

Will he manage to win the lioness’ heart? Will he manage to win the lioness’ heart? 

 Rights sold:
Italian, Chinese Italian, Chinese 
(complex), Dutch, (complex), Dutch, 
Japanese, Korean, Japanese, Korean, 
Portuguese (Brazil), Portuguese (Brazil), 
Spanish, Russian, Spanish, Russian, 
Chinese (simplif ied), Chinese (simplif ied), 
Vietnamese Vietnamese 

 4+ 
YEARS OLD

 THE STORY OF 
THE LION THAT 
DIDN’T KNOW 
HOW TO COUNT 

Un jour, le lion rencontra une lionne. Elle lisait un livre et elle était très belle. Le lion s’approcha
pour l’embrasser. Mais il s’arrêta net, et réfléchit. Une lionne qui lit, c’est une dame. Et à une dame,
on écrit des lettres. Avant de l’embrasser. Cela, il l’avait appris d’un missionnaire qu’il avait dévoré. Mais le lion ne savait pas écrire.

Dans un petit port de la côte ouest,

Un touriste élégamment vêtu
photographie ce tableau idyllique : clic ! 
Et de nouveau : clic ! 
Et puisque jamais deux sans trois,
une troisième fois : clic !

Le son sec, presque hostile,
réveille le pêcheur endormi…

 KEY POINTS
- Winner of the Children’s Education Award in 2008.- Winner of the Children’s Education Award in 2008.
- More than 50,000 copies sold in France.- More than 50,000 copies sold in France.
- Marc Boutavant’s talent and reputation.- Marc Boutavant’s talent and reputation.
- Also available in the collection: "Votez pour moi" and "L'histoire du lion qui ne savait pas compter". - Also available in the collection: "Votez pour moi" and "L'histoire du lion qui ne savait pas compter". 
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 GHOSTS: THE 
INSTRUCTION 
BOOK 

 DRAGONS: THE 
INSTRUCTION 
BOOK 

 MERMAIDS : THE 
INSTRUCTION 
BOOK 

 ALIENS: THE 
INSTRUCTION 
BOOK 

 PRINCESSES: THE 
INSTRUCTION 
BOOK 

 Rights sold:
Chinese (simplif ied), Chinese (simplif ied), 
Dutch, Russian, Dutch, Russian, 
Italian, Spanish Italian, Spanish 
(Spain), Danish (Spain), Danish 

 SUPER HEROS: THE INSTRUCTION BOOK 
     ARTWORK: MÉLANIE ALLAG  /  WRITER: ALICE BRIÈRE-HAQUET   

 Format: 30,5 x 21,5 cm   • 32 pages   • 6 published     • 11,00 euros 

 With their powers, capes and their incredible costumes, superheroes seem invincible. You’d think that taking care of  With their powers, capes and their incredible costumes, superheroes seem invincible. You’d think that taking care of 
them would be a breeze… but is it? There are several very important things to know if you want to be sure your them would be a breeze… but is it? There are several very important things to know if you want to be sure your 
superhero stays healthy, such as: f irst of all keep them away from all kryptonite. Remember to have replacement superhero stays healthy, such as: f irst of all keep them away from all kryptonite. Remember to have replacement 
costumes on hand at all times, they do get damaged a lot! Most importantly, makes sure you review the list of villains costumes on hand at all times, they do get damaged a lot! Most importantly, makes sure you review the list of villains 
regularly otherwise things could get a bit complicated when friends come to visit!regularly otherwise things could get a bit complicated when friends come to visit!

Alice Brière-Haquet and Melanie Allag 10 super-lessons on how to take care of Superheroes Alice Brière-Haquet and Melanie Allag 10 super-lessons on how to take care of Superheroes 

 THE INCREDIBLE POPUMOMOS' ADVENTURES 
 Welcome to the land of the Popumomos... small adorable beings created by the young and talented Japanese  Welcome to the land of the Popumomos... small adorable beings created by the young and talented Japanese 
artist Mato. It is really worth getting to know these funny creatures, but to meet them, you need to take the artist Mato. It is really worth getting to know these funny creatures, but to meet them, you need to take the 
secret path through the forest... Mato’s poetic storytelling carries the readers into this magical imaginary world secret path through the forest... Mato’s poetic storytelling carries the readers into this magical imaginary world 
with three tales that address everyday themes such as differences, fear of the unknown as well as universal with three tales that address everyday themes such as differences, fear of the unknown as well as universal 
values such as solidarity, friendship and tolerance.values such as solidarity, friendship and tolerance.
In In Magic Berry PickingMagic Berry Picking, the Popumomos welcome their new friend and bring him with them to pick the famous , the Popumomos welcome their new friend and bring him with them to pick the famous 
sweet and delicious red momo berries. Once a year they prepare their yearly stock of momo jam.sweet and delicious red momo berries. Once a year they prepare their yearly stock of momo jam.
In In Sky FruitsSky Fruits, the Popumomos and their little friend have agreed to meet in the middle of the night to witness , the Popumomos and their little friend have agreed to meet in the middle of the night to witness 
an exceptional event: tons of glittering stars exploding in the sky followed by their pieces falling down like a rain an exceptional event: tons of glittering stars exploding in the sky followed by their pieces falling down like a rain 
of light.of light.
In In The Strange EncounterThe Strange Encounter, the Popumomos, full of enthusiasm, set off with their little friend in search of a , the Popumomos, full of enthusiasm, set off with their little friend in search of a 
mysterious monster that lives in the forest. This unknown creature ends up being more intriguing than frightening! mysterious monster that lives in the forest. This unknown creature ends up being more intriguing than frightening! 

 MAGIC BERRY 
PICKING 

 4+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
Vietnamese Vietnamese 

 SKY FRUIT 

 THE STRANGE 
ENCOUNTER 

 KEY POINTS
- In each book, 10 fun and practical lessons for young readers, who can easily relate to taking care of a new pet at home.- In each book, 10 fun and practical lessons for young readers, who can easily relate to taking care of a new pet at home.
- Humorous text and illustrations.- Humorous text and illustrations.
- 6 titles available - 6 titles available 

 4+ 
YEARS OLD

Baignés de soleil, gorgés d’eau de pluie,
les petits fruits ont mûri.

001 CUEILLETTE MAGIQUE[BD].indd   14 03/07/2017   14:23

À la fin de la cueillette, le panier est bien rempli.
Les baies sont si potelées qu’elles semblent prêtes à éclater.

001 CUEILLETTE MAGIQUE[BD].indd   15 03/07/2017   14:23
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 P'TITE CLÉO 
 AUTHOR: GÉRALDINE ELSCHNER   
 ARTWORK: RONAN BADEL     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 40 pages   

 The incredible life of the greatest female 
pharaoh of all time written for children! This 
beautiful gem, with her ebony hair, perfectly 
round cheeks, and white skin was born in 
Alexandria!  As this princess of notoriously 
strong character grew up, her dreams did as 
well: she ascends to the throne and faces great well: she ascends to the throne and faces great 
challenges! When Caesar threated her nation, challenges! When Caesar threated her nation, 
she went to meet him in person... Nothing or she went to meet him in person... Nothing or 
no one could frighten or intimidate her, not no one could frighten or intimidate her, not 
even emperors. That was Cleopatra: f iery and even emperors. That was Cleopatra: f iery and 
passionate, a Queen for all eternity! passionate, a Queen for all eternity! 
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 P'TIT NAPO 
 AUTHOR: GÉRALDINE ELSCHNER   
 ARTWORK: RONAN BADEL     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 40 pages   

 Through lovely illustrations and based on 
actual facts, this illustrated book invites you to 
get to know young Napoleon. It all started the 
day his grandmother gave him his f irst rattle: 
a set of keys. This gift will become an important 
element at major turning point of his life’s 
story. Across several decades, the reader will story. Across several decades, the reader will 
come to understand how this little boy came come to understand how this little boy came 
to became one of the world's greatest to became one of the world's greatest 
historical f igures. historical f igures. 
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 P'TIT LOUIS XIV 
 AUTHOR: GÉRALDINE ELSCHNER   
 ARTWORK: RONAN BADEL     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 40 pages   

 The sparkling story of Louis XIV for young 
readers!

His parents are really happy and proud: Little 
Louis is born, f inally there is an heir! With his 
strong personality, as a child little Louis dreams 
of castles, battles and big colorful parties. But of castles, battles and big colorful parties. But 
at the age of 5, his time for dreaming comes at the age of 5, his time for dreaming comes 
to an end when he ascends to the throne and to an end when he ascends to the throne and 
starts rule France! starts rule France! 
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 TARARA DES KIRIBATI 
 AUTHOR: JEAN-MARIE HOSATTE   
 ARTWORK: HELDER DA SILVA     

 Format: 24 x 32 cm   • 48 pages   

 The Goddess Tarara is bored. To distract 
herself, she creates the World. But one day, 
the sea level rises so much that it threatens 
the beautiful Islands of Kiribati. The modern 
way of life of the humans have upset everything 
and the ocean threatens to swallow her 
wonderful world. 
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 TOOKSIPA ET
LE TABOURET D'OR 
 AUTHOR: JEAN-MARIE HOSATTE   
 ARTWORK: HELDER DA SILVA     

 Format: 24 x 32 cm   • 48 pages   • 1 published 

 Inspired by the mythology of a population 
from Burkina Faso, the book tells the meeting 
between Tooksipa and Daga, a young albino. 
They soon become friends, but Tooksipa does 
not know that albino people are believed to 
be magical, and are feared by his fellow 
villagers... villagers... 
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 LE LIVRE SECRET
DES ANGES 
     ARTWORK: DELPHINE JACQUOT 
 WRITER: MARIO URBANET   

 Format: 22,5 x 32,3 cm   • 48 pages   

 Whether they are creatures or fantasies, 
mentioned in the Old Testament, the Koran 
or by Erasmus, Angels hold an important place 
in our world. Raphael, Iblis, Barachiel and 
Zebulon, to name a few… Storyteller Mario 
Urbanet introduces us to their mysterious and 
captivating world. Each Angel is f irst described captivating world. Each Angel is f irst described 
under the form of an illustrated identity card, under the form of an illustrated identity card, 
then linked to a story where it is the hero. then linked to a story where it is the hero. 
Delphine Jacquot’s luscious illustrations Delphine Jacquot’s luscious illustrations 
transform this book into a perfect gift! transform this book into a perfect gift! 
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 LE FANTÔME
DE LA RENTRÉE 
 AUTHOR: MARIE DUBOIS         

 Format: 20 x 26,6 cm   • 40 pages   

 Deedee is an intrepid little girl accompanied 
by her long magical ponytail. In The ghost of The ghost of 
the f irst day of school, she is scared about , she is scared about 
going to school for the f irst time. She heard 
rumors that a ghost was living there. 
Therefore, she’s going to check by herself and 
try to meet this ghost before school starts! 
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 LES PETITS MENSONGES 
 AUTHOR: MARIE DUBOIS         

 Format: 20 x 26,6 cm   • 40 pages   

 Deedee is an intrepid little girl accompanied 
by her long magical ponytail. In Little liesLittle lies she  she 
gets overwhelmed by her lies. Every time she 
says something untrue, a little creature with 
black hair appears and starts to follow her 
everywhere. She tries to hide these creatures, 
but eventually Deedee cannot handle so many 
little lies anymore and will have to come clean! 
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 LE DÉMÉNAGEMENT
DE MARYSE COCOTTE 
 AUTHOR: MIM   
 ARTWORK: SÉBASTIEN PELON     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 32 pages   

 This real estate agent comes at the right 
moment: Mary-Hen is tired to live like a 
chicken. Find a new home, now that’s a good 
idea! Mr. Badger senses the deal: he will f ind a 
new place for the plump little lady in no time! new place for the plump little lady in no time! 
However he should not be so certain, since Ms. However he should not be so certain, since Ms. 
Mary Hen has a really clear idea of what she Mary Hen has a really clear idea of what she 
is looking for…is looking for…

A humorous story about a stubborn hen that A humorous story about a stubborn hen that 
will learn that the grass is not always greener will learn that the grass is not always greener 
on the other side of the fence. on the other side of the fence. 
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 PAPA NE SAIT PAS 
   ARTWORK: CÉCILE   
 WRITERS: ALAIN DARY & BASTIEN GRIOT   

 Format: 26,3 x 19,8 cm     

 A story to f ight against illiteracy.

Capucine’s father takes her to school today, as 
her mother is in the maternity ward. Maybe it her mother is in the maternity ward. Maybe it 
is because of the unusual situation, but dad is because of the unusual situation, but dad 
looks confused and a little lost whenever there looks confused and a little lost whenever there 
is a street panel to read. Later, talking with a is a street panel to read. Later, talking with a 
friend, Capucine realises that her dad never friend, Capucine realises that her dad never 
read stories to her in the evening… read stories to her in the evening… 
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 MON CHAT FAIT OUAF ! 
 AUTHOR: SANDRINE BEAU   
 ARTWORK: CÉLINE DECORTE     

 Format: 26,3 x 19,8 cm   • 32 pages   

 One day, Oscar realizes that all the animalson 
the farm have been “switched around”… Can 
you imagine… a cat that barks, a sheep that 
“moos!” or a bunny rabbit that goes “oink oink!”. “moos!” or a bunny rabbit that goes “oink oink!”. 
That’s enough to confuse any farmer! That’s enough to confuse any farmer! 
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 PETIT MANUEL
DE POLITESSE - POILS 
AUX FESSES ! 
   ARTWORK: ROBIN   
 WRITER: ALEXANDRA GARIBAL   

 Format: 14,5 x 16,8 cm   • 32 pages with foldable flaps 
throughout pages   

 The new babysitter has arrived and wants to 
be sure the children she is looking after are 
polite. But actually, what does being polite polite. But actually, what does being polite 
imply? A lot of things! With these 12 lessons, imply? A lot of things! With these 12 lessons, 
children will learn what is allowed and more children will learn what is allowed and more 
importantly, what is strictly forbidden! This importantly, what is strictly forbidden! This 
book has fold over f laps which show the two book has fold over f laps which show the two 
points of view about manners. That of the points of view about manners. That of the 
babysitter and that of the child. And to no babysitter and that of the child. And to no 
surprise the two differ quite a bit! Giggles are surprise the two differ quite a bit! Giggles are 
guaranteed! guaranteed! 
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 LES GÂTEAUX PORTE-
BONHEUR 
     ARTWORK: COLONEL MOUTARDE 
 WRITER: NATHALIE DARGENT   

 Format: 26,3 x 19,8 cm   • 32 pages   

 Edgar loves his life, his city and neighbours, but 
the one thing he likes the most is his building. the one thing he likes the most is his building. 
Inside, he has friends at every f loor, that he Inside, he has friends at every f loor, that he 
visits often because the lift operator always visits often because the lift operator always 
gets the f loor numbers wrong. Edgar loves to gets the f loor numbers wrong. Edgar loves to 
help his friends out, but that always makes him help his friends out, but that always makes him 
late for work! One day, his boss has enough late for work! One day, his boss has enough 
and menace to f ire him... But then, all Edgar's and menace to f ire him... But then, all Edgar's 
friends will come to his rescue! friends will come to his rescue! 
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 SLURP ! 
 AUTHOR: NICOLAS DIGARD   
 ARTWORK: NOB     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 32 pages   

 In a far, far away jungle there is an anteater. 
Everyone calls him “Tamanoir”. And, like every 
good anteater, Tamanoir has a long tongue 
which, whenever he eats ants, makes an awful 
noise: SLURP! “What? You shouldn't make 
noise when you eat!” cry all the other animals 
in the forest. Tamanoir doesn’t know what to in the forest. Tamanoir doesn’t know what to 
do. Wherever he goes, someone always do. Wherever he goes, someone always 
criticizes him… It’s not easy to be an anteater!criticizes him… It’s not easy to be an anteater!

With lovely graceful illustrations by Nob, this With lovely graceful illustrations by Nob, this 
vivid picture book with a surprise ending uses vivid picture book with a surprise ending uses 
humor to bring across a universal message on humor to bring across a universal message on 
tolerance. tolerance. 
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 Rights sold:
Italian Italian 

 BOB LE LOUP 
 AUTHOR: JEAN-LUC LE POGAM   
 ARTWORK: RONAN BADEL     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 40 pages   

 Li’l wolf lives in a big house separated from the 
woods by a narrow river. One day, Li’l wolf is 
sick and cannot go to school anymore. He 
notices through the window a shadow that 
terrif ies him: could it actually be Bob the wolf, 
the child eater who's name shouldn't even be 
mentioned? Li’l wolf is so afraid that he faints. mentioned? Li’l wolf is so afraid that he faints. 
His mummy screams, cries and calls for help! His mummy screams, cries and calls for help! 
But the only one who offers his help and to But the only one who offers his help and to 
take Li’l wolf to the hospital is Bob the wolf… take Li’l wolf to the hospital is Bob the wolf… 
Li’l wolf ’s mummy has no other choice… In Li’l wolf ’s mummy has no other choice… In 
what state will she f ind her little one? what state will she f ind her little one? 
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 Rights sold:
Chinese Chinese 
(simplif ied), Italian (simplif ied), Italian 

 HAPPY TOUTOUS 
 AUTHOR: ALICE BRIÈRE-HAQUET   
 ARTWORK: LOÏC SÉCHERESSE     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm     

 Have you ever noticed how dogs end up 
resembling their masters?  And also similarly, 
how the language they speak varies according 
to their country of origin: « Ouaf ouaf » for the 
French poodle ; « Woof woof », for the border 
collie ; « Wang wang » for the Chinese chow…
And when they all get together, its sounds like And when they all get together, its sounds like 
a proverbial tower of babble, with drool of a proverbial tower of babble, with drool of 
course! And there is a rather peculiar thing course! And there is a rather peculiar thing 
that all dogs the world over like to do when that all dogs the world over like to do when 
they meet, irrespective of their nationality…they meet, irrespective of their nationality…
take a guess?  take a guess?  
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 LES PETITES PERSONNES 
     ARTWORK: GWENDAL LE BEC 
 WRITER: CATHERINE LEBLANC   

 Format: 26,7 x 32 cm   • 32 pages   

 Little ones will someday become big!Little 
people have a head, two arms, two legs and 
a backpack. Little people like disguise: it’s not 
always easy to recognize them. Little people 
never live alone. They live with people who 
take care of them. We’ve all been these little 
people, playful, naughty, exploring the world… 
And then we all grew up for better and for And then we all grew up for better and for 
worse.This poetic and funny picture book will worse.This poetic and funny picture book will 
help little people to grow up with lightness all help little people to grow up with lightness all 
the while continuing to listen to the child the while continuing to listen to the child 
whispering in their ear. It might also remind whispering in their ear. It might also remind 
the bigger ones how being little once felt like… the bigger ones how being little once felt like… 
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 QUI DIT NOIR
DIT BLANC 
     ARTWORK: ANTOINE GUILLOPPÉ 
 WRITER: MARIO URBANET   

 Format: 26,7 x 32 cm   • 64 pages   

 In this collection illustrated by the talented 
Antoine Guillopé, Mario Urbanet, storyteller 
and enchanter, follows Ésope and La Fontaine’s 
footsteps: rousing spirits, educating subtly in an 
entertaining way, sharing stories to enlighten! 
An essential ref ined end of the year gift! An essential ref ined end of the year gift! 
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 PAUVRES DRAGONS ! 
     ARTWORK: BRUNO SALAMONE 
 WRITER: GUDULE   

 Format: 30,5 x 21,5 cm   • 32 pages   

 What happens when a courageous prince has 
rescued too many princesses? Well, he has 
them all bickering and f ighting together in his them all bickering and f ighting together in his 
castle! Things get out of hand, and a solution castle! Things get out of hand, and a solution 
comes to the prince's mind: what about giving comes to the prince's mind: what about giving 
those noisy princesses back to the dragons he those noisy princesses back to the dragons he 
has freed them from? Here comes a fresh and has freed them from? Here comes a fresh and 
funny story that naughtily plays with the codes funny story that naughtily plays with the codes 
of fairy tales. of fairy tales. 
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 ENTRECHATS 
 AUTHOR: CLAIRE WORTEMANN         

 Format: 30,5 x 21,5 cm   • 32 pages   

 Always follow your passion and share it : there 
is no better way to make friends. Macha is a 
little girl who loves to have fun, she likes to 
climb trees, play soccer, or marbles… the thing climb trees, play soccer, or marbles… the thing 
is that no one wants to play with her. is that no one wants to play with her. 

She decides to take a dance class to try and She decides to take a dance class to try and 
make friends. She is a bit nervous, but it end up make friends. She is a bit nervous, but it end up 
that she is actually quite good. Will the other that she is actually quite good. Will the other 
girls be jealous or become her friend? girls be jealous or become her friend? 

This book touches on the subject that This book touches on the subject that 
friendship can be the reward for opening up friendship can be the reward for opening up 
and synonymous with curiosity and tolerance. and synonymous with curiosity and tolerance. 
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 Rights sold:
Spanish Spanish 
(worldwide) (worldwide) 

 LE CHIEN QUI SOURIAIT 
À L'ENVERS 
 AUTHOR: MATHIS   
 ARTWORK: ARNAUD BOUTIN     

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 32 pages   

 Once upon a time there was a dog who 
smiled upside-down… Happy go lucky, he was 
cheery and smiled all the time... but upside-
down. This actually scared people. But he did 
not care, except when… he found out that to 
be able to join the roller skating team, his be able to join the roller skating team, his 
favorite sport, he needed to turn his smile favorite sport, he needed to turn his smile 
around. around. 
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 Rights sold:
Chinese Chinese 
(Simplif ied) (Simplif ied) 

 LE PETIT MARCEL 
     ARTWORK: ARNAUD BOUTIN 
 WRITER: GÉRALDINE COLLET   

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 32 pages   

 School trip, yay!  But can little Marcel get 
dressed by himself like the other kids? 
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 Rights sold:
Chinese Chinese 
(Simplif ied) (Simplif ied) 

 LE PETIT VENT 
 AUTHOR: GÉRALDINE COLLET   
 ARTWORK: ARNAUD BOUTIN     

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 32 pages   

 How do you f ind the perfect place to let go of 
your little fart ? This little book will teach you 
just how to proceed... 
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 Rights sold:
Chinese Chinese 
(Simplif ied) (Simplif ied) 

 LA BOULETTE 
 AUTHOR: GÉRALDINE COLLET 
 ARTWORK: ARNAUD BOUTIN       

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 32 pages   

 When you are little, you often hear the words : 
"Stop picking your nose!" But what they don’t 
teach you is how to actually get rid of the 
boogers once you've taken them out!How do 
you do it? Do you rub ‘em off on the couch or 
underneath the coffee table? Here is a 
delightful and funny tale for young readers. 
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 Rights sold:
Chinese Chinese 
(Simplif ied) (Simplif ied) 
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 IL ÉTAIT UNE FOIS
DEUX OIES DANS
UNE MAISON EN FEU 
     ARTWORK: RONAN BADEL 
 WRITER: MARTIN BALTSCHEIT   

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm     

 The house of two not-so-very-clever geese 
has took f ire. They could call for help from the 
other animals, but in their eyes all their other animals, but in their eyes all their 
neighbor have some sort of f law and they neighbor have some sort of f law and they 
really could not f igure out anyone good really could not f igure out anyone good 
enough to rescue them. They talk and talk... enough to rescue them. They talk and talk... 
while around them their house is burning while around them their house is burning 
down! The end of the story will be surprising. down! The end of the story will be surprising. 
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 Rights sold:
German German 

 SIX MARIS POUR
UNE SOURIS 
 AUTHOR: JEAN-PIERRE KERLOC'H   
 ARTWORK: CHRISTIAN GUIBBAUD     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 32 pages   

 The mouse queen is looking for a husband for 
her daughter. But the gentle grey mouse she 
loves is not good enough for her mother 
because he is not strong enough! Never mind, 
she’ll f ind the right one for her. But all the she’ll f ind the right one for her. But all the 
animals that she meets are more interested in animals that she meets are more interested in 
eating her daughter than marring her! All of eating her daughter than marring her! All of 
them? Well no, there is one huge animal that them? Well no, there is one huge animal that 
is afraid of mice…. is afraid of mice…. 
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 MARYLOU LONG COU 
 AUTHOR: JESSICA LISSE         

 Format: 21,1 x 24,5 cm   • 32 pages   

 Marylou has a long neck, a very very long 
neck. So long that planes need to watch out 
for it.  So long that you need a ladder to give 
her a kiss. So long that she is often all alone. 
Luckily one day, Marylou Long Neck meets 
Victor Long Legs and they become very good 
friends... 
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 TROIS SOUHAITS
POUR UNE SOURIS 
   ARTWORK: CHRISTIAN GUIBBAUD   
 WRITER: JEAN-PIERRE KERLOC'H   

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 32 pages   

 In the previous book, Six husbands for one Six husbands for one 
mouse, the princess of mice has f inally been , the princess of mice has f inally been 
able to marry her beloved Grisounet. But their 
life is disrupted the day Grisounet comes 
across a fairy! To thank Grisounet for his help, across a fairy! To thank Grisounet for his help, 
she gives him three wishes! Unfortunately, they she gives him three wishes! Unfortunately, they 
all turn against Grisounet… A sparkling story all turn against Grisounet… A sparkling story 
to remind us that it is sometimes worth to remind us that it is sometimes worth 
thinking twice before making a wish! thinking twice before making a wish! 
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 PHILOMÈNE M'AIME 
 AUTHOR: JEAN-CHRISTOPHE MAZURIE         

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 32 pages   

 Everybody loves Philomena, but who does she 
love? 

When Philomena rides her bike, all the boys 
look at her. They all love her. But her heart is 
set on one person only… who can it be? This 
is a charming little story about having the 
right to love whoever we want. 
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 LE PETIT PRINCHE 
     ARTWORK: CAMILLE JOURDY 
 WRITER: ALICE BRIÈRE-HAQUET   

 Format: 30,5 x 21,5 cm   • 32 pages   

 Once upon a time… A little Prince was born 
he had everything. He was good looking, 
intelligent and he grew up to be very polite. intelligent and he grew up to be very polite. 
But when he talked all his "s" came out as "ch"! But when he talked all his "s" came out as "ch"! 
Not a problem! His parents changed the rules Not a problem! His parents changed the rules 
and from then on, everyone in the kingdom and from then on, everyone in the kingdom 
spoke the same way! spoke the same way! 
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 NOS COUSINS LES 
DINOSAURES 
 AUTHOR: CHRISTOPHE BATAILLON         

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 40 pages   

 What would have happened if dinosaures and 
humans had lived at the same time? Here’s a 
poetic and illustrated look at how it could 
have been. 
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 DÉGOÛTANT ! 
 AUTHOR: ANTOINE GUILLOPPÉ   
 ARTWORK: GLEN CHAPRON     

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 32 pages   

 Pollution and love do not make a good couple!  
It’s very hard to declare your love to someone 
in a dirty environment. Mister Toad is f inding it 
very diff icult to set the right mood to tell Miss 
Rainette how he feels about her in a polluted 
environment. A funny tale about nature with a 
light whiff of ecology. 
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 NEZ EN MOINS 
 AUTHOR: PATRICK BONJOUR   
 ARTWORK: MATHIS     

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 32 pages   

 Oh no! Who has stolen the little boy’s nose in 
the middle of the night?  He starts looking for 
it right away. He questions the animals on the 
farm, in the jungle and even his closest friends. 
Will he f ind it? 
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 L'ANIMAL ! 
 AUTHOR: MATHIS         

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 32 pages   

 Mathis got up in a bad mood and he is being 
a lump on a log. When his mother dragged 
him out of bed he was as heavy as an elephant. 
At breakfast he wolfs his food.A visual 
approach to the expressions used to describe 
children’s moods or behaviour. 
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 PRINCESSE MOCHE 
 AUTHOR: JEAN-CHRISTOPHE MAZURIE         

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 40 pages   

 This is the story of a princess who wasn't 
particularly pretty. Indeed mother nature 
hadn't been specialy kind to her – not your 
usual fairy tale princess. But she was incredibly 
sweet, gentle and kind and a great deal of fun! 
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 MACADAM TOUTOU 
 AUTHOR: MATHIS   
 ARTWORK: CHRISTOPHE MERLIN     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 32 pages   

 Tazio and Lucien are building their special 
racing car in their garage. And tadaaaa! It’s 
f inally f inished, and vroom, it turns over straight 
away and they are off. On the road, the two 
of them compare their feelings about different 
things such as getting your hair messed up 
and having mosquitoes in your teeth while and having mosquitoes in your teeth while 
riding in the open air in your very own racing riding in the open air in your very own racing 
car! car! 
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 LE VRAI-FAUX 
PORTRAIT OFFICIEL
DU PÈRE NOËL 
 AUTHOR: RONAN BADEL   
 ARTWORK: SYLVIE MISSLIN     

 Format: 22 x 28,5 cm   • 48 pages   

 After years of silence, the Elves have decided 
to take up their pen and f inally say the truth 
about Santa Claus! Everybody thinks they 
know Santa Claus? Yes, but here it is, the only 
ones to really know who’s hiding behind the ones to really know who’s hiding behind the 
bonnet, the man behind the myth, they are the bonnet, the man behind the myth, they are the 
Elves! So they have decided to write a book. Elves! So they have decided to write a book. 
THE book, the only and unique one that will THE book, the only and unique one that will 
really restore the truth about the daily life of really restore the truth about the daily life of 
the most famous man of the world! the most famous man of the world! 
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 Rights sold:
Chinese Chinese 
(simplif ied) (simplif ied) 

 LE LUTIN BON À RIEN 
 AUTHOR: NOB         

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 32 pages   

 Being a little different from the others can 
sometimes bring a lot to a community! Did 
you know that Father Christmas’ elves aren’t 
really eccentric? They’re more about working 
from morning to evening. Well, someone has 
to do it! Making tons of toys for children from 
around the world won’t happen by magic. Plus 
the fact that the big boss doesn’t joke much the fact that the big boss doesn’t joke much 
about the delivery date! And yet there is one about the delivery date! And yet there is one 
elf who seems absolutely useless… working elf who seems absolutely useless… working 
bores him! Getting a party started, however, is bores him! Getting a party started, however, is 
his speciality. What on earth are we going to his speciality. What on earth are we going to 
do with this little devil? do with this little devil? 
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 L' ÉCOLE DES LUTINS 
 AUTHOR: LAURENCE VAN RUYMBEKE   
 ARTWORKS: ALEXANDRE CLÉRISSE & 
MYLÈNE RIGAUDIE     

 Format: 25,5 x 28,4 cm   • 40 pages   

 Welcome to the f irst training school for elves! 
Everybody knows that Santa Claus works 
closely with very eff icient elves! But have we 
ever wondered where they came from, these 
little gifted and discreet elves? Who could 
possibly yield all these secrets to them and possibly yield all these secrets to them and 
prepare them for their incredible job of prepare them for their incredible job of 
assistant of Santa Claus? The school of elves assistant of Santa Claus? The school of elves 
will f inally shed light on these mysteries… will f inally shed light on these mysteries… 
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 NOËL POUR TOUS ! 
 AUTHOR: ANTOINE GUILLOPPÉ         

 Format: 30,5 x 21,5 cm   • 32 pages   

 Tonight, Santa Claus is very busy! It’s Christmas 
Eve, and there are lots of things to do: getting 
the sleigh ready, checking the gifts lists one last 
time, checking the weather forecast… soon, time, checking the weather forecast… soon, 
everyone will receive the presents they have everyone will receive the presents they have 
long been waiting for. Everyone, except Santa? long been waiting for. Everyone, except Santa? 
Will somebody give him a present? Will somebody give him a present? 
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 CARNAVALPHABET 
 AUTHOR: GHISLAINE ROMAN   
 ARTWORK: TOM SCHAMP     

 Format: 22,5 x 32,3 cm   • 40 pages   

 A cheerful and colourful 26 letter alphabet 
parade. A takes the lead laughing all the way. 
The bouncing bellied B follows, slowly.  C 
hooks on and swings in time with the others… 
And the big parade has begun! One after the 
other, the letters each in a different costume,  
march happily…  U is hooting and W is walking 
on his hands! 
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 UNE PRINCESSE
DANS LA CLASSE 
 AUTHOR: GUDULE   
 ARTWORK: ÉLODIE BALANDRAS     

 Format: 25,4 x 28,7 cm   • 32 pages   

 What little girl has not dreamed about having 
a princess in her class at school so that they 
could be friends?  Except that when it actually 
happens, the dream becomes a nightmare! 
The princess ends up being nothing but a The princess ends up being nothing but a 
stuck-up, nasty little girl in a pretty dress.  Her stuck-up, nasty little girl in a pretty dress.  Her 
classmates don't like her at all and the classmates don't like her at all and the 
classroom soon becomes a battle ground. classroom soon becomes a battle ground. 
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 CHUUUTE ! 
 AUTHOR: CHRISTINE PALLUY   
 ARTWORK: VIRGINIE GUÉRIN     

 Format: 21,3 x 25,7 cm   • 32 pages   

 An acorn is shaken from the tree, it's falling, 
falling and about to land on... oh dear, a 
sleeping june bug. What’s the acorn going to 
do? How is it going to avoid hurting the poor 
creature? Thanks to the quick thinking of the 
other animals in the forest all will be well. 
Ahhhh! A few delightful seconds in 32 pages. 
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 UN AMOUR DE POU 
 AUTHOR: GUDULE 
 ARTWORK: SANDRINE REVEL       

 Format: 24,5 x 24,8 cm   • 32 pages   

 Fantine ends up with a louse whose name is 
Brad, together they form a funny duo.  They 
often have laughing f its in class and do other 
things that get them in trouble.  They love to 
have fun! But everything changes when Brad 
falls in love and wants to have a (large) family. falls in love and wants to have a (large) family. 
This is a real problem for Fantine! This is a real problem for Fantine! 
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 LES PETITS PIEDS AUSSI 
VONT À LA PLAGE 
 AUTHOR: GÉRALDINE COLLET   
 ARTWORK: ROLAND GARRIGUE     

 Format: 26,2 x 19,8 cm   • 32 pages   

 What does a day out at the beach look like 
for a child? for a child? 
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 Rights sold:
Chinese (simplif ied), Chinese (simplif ied), 
Korean Korean 

 LES PETITS COEURS 
AUSSI VONT CHEZ
LE DOCTEUR 
     ARTWORK: ROLAND GARRIGUE 
 WRITER: GÉRALDINE COLLET   

 Format: 26,2 x 19,8 cm   • 32 pages   

 It's always quite scary to go to the doctor...  It's always quite scary to go to the doctor... 
especially when you're a child. But this picture especially when you're a child. But this picture 
book will show you that everything is going to book will show you that everything is going to 
be alright! be alright! 
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 Rights sold:
Chinese (Simplif ied), Chinese (Simplif ied), 
Korean Korean 

 LES PETITS CARTABLES 
AUSSI VONT À L'ÉCOLE 
 AUTHOR: GÉRALDINE COLLET   
 ARTWORK: ROLAND GARRIGUE     

 Format: 26,2 x 19,8 cm   • 32 pages   

 Going to school is part of children's everyday 
life. What exactly goes on there? life. What exactly goes on there? 
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 Rights sold:
Chinese (Simplif ied), Chinese (Simplif ied), 
Korean Korean 

 LES PETITS NEZ AUSSI 
VONT À LA MONTAGNE 
     ARTWORK: ROLAND GARRIGUE 
 WRITER: GÉRALDINE COLLET   

 Format: 26,2 x 19,8 cm   • 32 pages   

 A day out in the mountains means we're going 
to have a lot of fun! to have a lot of fun! 
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Chinese (Simplif ied), Chinese (Simplif ied), 
Korean Korean 
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25 TITLES 
AVAILABLE

 4+ 
YEARS OLD

 Rights sold:
Polish, Romanian, Polish, Romanian, 
Chinese (simplif ied) Chinese (simplif ied) 

 CLASSIC TALES 
 A special selection of literature classics from around the world adapted for young readers in a 48 page - large illustrations  A special selection of literature classics from around the world adapted for young readers in a 48 page - large illustrations 
- format. The editor has carefully chosen authors and titles which have been seldom or not yet adapted. This quality - format. The editor has carefully chosen authors and titles which have been seldom or not yet adapted. This quality 
collection is a great way to discover universal timeless works by great authors such as Jack London, Hans Christian Andersen, collection is a great way to discover universal timeless works by great authors such as Jack London, Hans Christian Andersen, 
Selma Lagerlöf, Edgar Allan Poe… Selma Lagerlöf, Edgar Allan Poe… 

 Format: 25,5 x 29,8 cm   • 48 pages   • 1 volumes • 10 published     • 12,20 euros 

 HEIDI 
BY MARIE-JOSÉ MAURY

 Discover (again, or for the f irst time) the timeless adventures of the world most beloved mountain girl, Heidi, in Discover (again, or for the f irst time) the timeless adventures of the world most beloved mountain girl, Heidi, in 
25 stories that make a beautiful collection. 25 stories that make a beautiful collection. 

The young Heidi, who has grown up in the city, has been sent to live with her grandfather in a little village in The young Heidi, who has grown up in the city, has been sent to live with her grandfather in a little village in 
the Swiss Alps. She is very sad at f irst, but she soon learns to love her mountain open air life: her shepherd friend, the Swiss Alps. She is very sad at f irst, but she soon learns to love her mountain open air life: her shepherd friend, 
the white goats, the fresh air, and also her grandfather, who behind his grumpy look has a heart of gold. the white goats, the fresh air, and also her grandfather, who behind his grumpy look has a heart of gold. 

 Format: 20 x 26,5 cm   • 24 pages   • 25 volumes     • 5,99 euros 

 7+ 
YEARS OLD

 LITTLE TALES... 
 Ten delicious little tales from around the world to enjoy without moderation!  Ten delicious little tales from around the world to enjoy without moderation! 
Each book includes 10 traditional stories for the old and the young from Each book includes 10 traditional stories for the old and the young from 
there and beyond. 10 possibilities to laugh and share the misadventures of there and beyond. 10 possibilities to laugh and share the misadventures of 
liars, jokers and other silly characters... liars, jokers and other silly characters... 

 Format: 22 x 26,3 cm   • 48 pages   • 10 published     • 12,20 euros 
 7+ 

YEARS OLD
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 LES MALHEURS DE SOPHIE 
 (SOPHIE'S MISFORTUNES) 
 AUTHOR: JEAN-PIERRE KERLOC'H   
 ARTWORK: CHRISTOPHE BESSE     

 Format: 21,5 x 29,3 cm   • 40 pages   • one-shot     • 14,99 euros 

 The classic children's book written by the Countess de  The classic children's book written by the Countess de 
Ségur, here in a new audio-book version performed Ségur, here in a new audio-book version performed 
by world-renowned actress Sophie Marceau. by world-renowned actress Sophie Marceau. 

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

 CLASSIC CHILDREN'S STORIES 
 64 great classic stories with contemporary illustrations in an easy and affordable format. The audio book is also available.  64 great classic stories with contemporary illustrations in an easy and affordable format. The audio book is also available. 

 Format: 19,5 x 19,8 cm   • 32 pages   • 64 published     • 5,99 euros 

 3+ 
YEARS OLD

 "WORLD OF MUSIC" COLLECTION 
 Stories from the four corners of the earth, which help children discover the cultures and music from around the world.  Stories from the four corners of the earth, which help children discover the cultures and music from around the world. 

 Format: 19 x 25,3 cm   • 32 pages   • 6 published     • 14,99 euros 

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

 TALES AND CLASSICAL MUSICAL MASTERPIECES 
 This series of 10 picture books will make children discover the greatest classical music composers. Each book is dedicated to a  This series of 10 picture books will make children discover the greatest classical music composers. Each book is dedicated to a 
great composer: Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin… The 32-page books are supplemented by music by the composers, on a CD or great composer: Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin… The 32-page books are supplemented by music by the composers, on a CD or 
digital download available with each title. digital download available with each title. 

 Format: 19,5 x 24,8 cm   • 32 pages   • 12 published     • 8,39 euros 

 5+ 
YEARS OLD

NEW
TITLES!

16

Sophie avait décidé de faire comme font les grandes personnes.
Quand ses amies Camille et Madeleine, et son cousin Paul vinrent 
jouer au château, elle leur annonça qu’ils allaient procéder
à l’enterrement de la poupée. 
Aidés par la bonne Louisette, ils fabriquèrent un cercueil avec une boîte 
de carton, garnie d’étoffe rose, et y couchèrent les restes de la poupée.
Le cercueil, entouré de fleurs, fut ensuite installé sur une petite 
brouette, que Paul se chargea de tirer jusqu’au bout du jardin. 
Les trois fillettes marchaient derrière, en silence, tête baissée, 
en prenant de grands airs tristes. Un des gros chiens les suivait. 
Tête baissée, lui aussi. Ce cortège chemina lentement jusqu’au 
bout du jardin. 
Là, les enfants creusèrent un trou pour y déposer le cercueil. 
Une fois celui-ci descendu au fond du trou, les quatre enfants 
y lancèrent chacun une fleur. Puis, ils rebouchèrent la tombe 
et y plantèrent deux branches de lilas.
Ils marmonnèrent un semblant de prière et s’en revinrent au château.

- Finalement, c’est amusant, un enterrement, déclara Sophie. Nous 
devrions installer un cimetière dans le jardin, pour les vieilles poupées 
et les vieux pantins.
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